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Abstract

Design and Validation of a Full Contact Gait Simulator for the Cadaveric Lower Extremity
By Joseph Michael Iaquinto, BS.
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Masters of
Science in Biomedical Engineering at Virginia Commonwealth University.

Virginia Commonwealth University, 2006

Major Director: Dr. Jennifer S. Wayne
Professor, Department of Biomedical Engineering

The projects goal was to create a device to simulate full contact gait in the
cadaveric lower extremity. The Contact Gait Simulation System loads specific muscles to
recreate anatomical dorsi and plantar flexion of the ankle under axial loading. A system of
pneumatic load generation was connected a LabVIEW virtual instrument (VI), which
controlled the application of these loads. The loads were roughly based off literature cited
EMG data, and further modified from feedback. In addition to controlling the load system,
the VI also coordinates external sensor timing. Along with this simulator, software was
developed specifically for analyzing pressure data on a large scale. The results showed a

xii
plantar pressure scenario very closely associated to live pressure patterns both in timing
and load distribution. The system is complete and usable for experimentation; additional
calibration of the control programs will lead to the exact mimicking of a select or average
gait.

CHAPTER I. Introduction
1.1 Background Information

Even with the invention of automobiles, bicycles, elevators and escalators, human
mobility is still defined primarily by our ability to walk. Most of us take the coordinated
use of our lower limbs for granted and do not spare them much thought in our daily lives.
Some groups however put serious consideration into the coordination of their lower limbs.
Such groups include rehabilitating patients, the elderly, and those with disabilities. You
could include athletes, dancers, and stage actors who rely on the smooth instinctive
response of their legs for their performance. Consider very young children who are just
learning to walk the first time; they are laying the groundwork for gait patterns that will
allow them to move naturally later in life. The interest in human movement extends not
only into the field of research and rehabilitative methods but also in the movie and video
game industry.
This interest from a variety of fields has led to the development of many different
ways of analyzing live gait, and also simulating it. Visual aspects of limb motion, velocity,
and rotation angles can be measured optically through magnetic (Whittle 1996), electronic
(Perry 1992), and reflective/luminescent markers. Muscular recruitment for gait can be
measured using EMG data or various load or pressure sensors, both internal and external.
Chemical processes can be measured by analyzing the oxygen consumption from breathing
1

during walking and running. These methods are not only useful for measuring and thus
understanding normal or pathological gait, but can be used to classifL types of injuries for
treatment, and to assess or evaluate types of treatments in their effectiveness.
In the research field, the ability to simulate normal human function for comparison
to function altered by surgery, injury or device can be quite challenging. The lower
extremity and ankle complex possess much detail and a fantastic ability to control the
tremendous impact of body weight during a variety of motions. From the standpoint of
generating realistic loads and doing so in a natural proportion makes simulation of any
aspect or function that the lower extremity possesses a problem in itself.
Before tackling the problem of simulating gait, we must have an understanding of
what gait is. From the standpoint of the lower extremity and specifically the foot's contact
with the ground, gait can be broken into two general areas when considering one limb
only, a contact phase and a swing phase (Perry 1992; Whittle 1996; Otter 2004). The
stance phase begins at the initial contact of the foot with the ground and ends when it
completely leaves the ground again. The swing phase is the forward advancement of the
limb while not in contact with the ground. The contact phases of each limb, depending on
gait speed, may overlap briefly in gait. This overlap signifies both limbs making contact
with the ground where one limb is about to enter the swing phase and the other has just left
it. The gait cycle is represented (Figure 1.1) in terms of proportions that can be related to
percentages of contact time and swing, the swing phase obviously being the segment
without load, or the limb advancement phase.

swing
i c>i.

Figure 1.1 Schematic of gait (walking speed) showing periods of double and single
limb stance and their relation to Initial Contact, Mid Stance and Terminal Stance, limb of
interest is shown as solid black (Perry 1992).

These main phases, contact and swing, can be further subdivided by time related to
muscular activation and joint positioning. For the Contact Phase, these sub-phases are: a
start of contact or heel striking phase where loading first begins (Initial Contact), a
beginning phase where the full load of the body is shifted onto that limb (Loading
Response), a middle phase where body weight shifts over the foot (Mid Stance) and a
ending phase when the weight becomes drawn fonvard of the foot and the complementing
limb makes contact (Terminal Stance) (Perry 1992; Whittle 1996).

4

Several variables of importance are present here, including ground reaction force
and how such force is influenced by plantar pressure distributions and muscular activity.
Ground reaction is characterized by both an axial (load) force and transverse (frictional)
force (Figure 1.2).
Ground Reaction Forces: Normal Gait
Load force
Body veipht line

I

Friction force

.

%Gail c-le

Figure 1.2 Ground reaction forces during normal gait. Normal load shown as solid

line, frictional force or transverse load shown as dotted. The bimodal pattern of axial force
is present in a more rapid gait. (Winter 1991).

During the Contact Phase of gait, body weight is shifted across the foot in a precise
and functional manner starting at the heel (hindfoot), moving at the velocity of gait across
.the arch (midfoot) and ending at the ball of the foot and the toes (forefoot). When the foot
initially makes contact with the ground through the hindfoot, the ankle is in dorsal flexion
so that the toes do not drag on the ground and trip the subject as the limb advances in
swing. At contact, the foot rocks forward or pivots about the heel fioni this dorsal flexed
state to a full foot contact with the ground (Whittle 1996; Winter 1991). This motion
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allows the forefoot to decelerate through a brief but controlled release of the dorsal flexors
in opposition to the moment created by body weight. This serves to reduce the strength of
impact of the foot on the ground and acts as a shock absorber. This rocking from a heel
only to full foot in contact is the Loading Response phase of contact gait. The dorsal
flexors primarily responsible for this controlled motion are the tibialis anterior, extensor
digitorum longus, and extensor hallucis muscle. These muscles coupled with the sharply
increasing application of body weight upon the limb represents a powerfully controlled
impact mechanism designed to, without injury, disperse the incredible energy of contact
during walking or running (Kreighbaum 1985; Mellion 1988; Tillman, et al. 2005).
The contact force during the Loading Response phase of contact gait can greatly
exceed body weight due to acceleration from gravity during long gaits or high-speed gait.
Nearing the end of the Loading Response phase, the dorsal flexors fall slack, as their role
is over until the termination of stance. Throughout the Contact Phase, the body and hence
the center of gravity, advances forward over the foot. As this happens, the plantar flexors,
primarily the gastrocnemious and soleus muscles acting through the Achilles tendon, are a
force with a moment arm (the calcaneus) that serves to control rotation about the ankle due
to body weight. As bodyweight shifts further towards the forefoot, the horizontal distance
between the line of action of bodyweight and the ankle joint increase thus increasing the
magnitude of the moment (Logan 1970; Zatsiorsky 1998). The gastrocnemious and soleus
activate more to push the forefoot into the ground in plantar flexion to keep the ankle
rotation stable in a controlled fall. As the calcaneus cannot lengthen, the muscle force has
to increase in magnitude to keep the foot and ankle relatively stationary and the foot itself
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planted on the ground during this forward shift in bodyweight (Perry 1992; Whittle 1996;
Otter 2004).
As the body's center of gravity shifts further forward and passes the primary
contacting area of the forefoot, the foot has now entered the terminal stance phase of gait.
At the beginning of Terminal Stance, a very low contact pressure is present in the hindfoot
if at all, and any residual hindfoot pressure is removed quickly as Terminal Stance
progresses. Additionally, the opposing limb will make its initial contact, and as it does so,
weight is shifted off of this limb and onto the opposing one. The importance of this
mechanism is that body weight shifts off the contact foot in terminal stance and begins to
transfer to the opposing limb (Logan 1970; Zatsiorsky 1998). The forefoot is primarily
loaded at the end of terminal stake, but the magnitude of the force in this area is
decreasing as it is transferred to the opposite limb.
The key roles in gait simulation at the ankle become apparent: bodyweight, plantar
flexion muscles, and dorsal flexion muscles are the key control mechanisms (Hurschler, et
al. 2003). For simulation, these forces must approach the right magnitudes and do so in a
coordinated fashion and with the right proportions to one another. The most common way
to determine muscular activation information is to obtain electromyography (EMG) data
from live subjects (Figure 1.3-4).

EMG

lWf

(%Mm
1

1

C

I

Figure I 3 EMG data for primary dorsi-flexors and plantar-flexors during contact
phase (dotted blue). Gait phases shown are Initial Contact (IC) Loading Response (LR),
Mid Stance (MSt) and Terminal Stance (TSt), as the dotted region (Perry 1992).

These data were obtained by comparing mean EMG values from subject
populations during normal gait, to maximum voluntary values from a Percent Manual
Muscle Test (%MMT). The mean intensity values of the EMG data are taken moment to
moment across the population over a walking cycle. These values are then scaled as a
percentage of that maximum voluntary value, as a function of gait phase (Perry 1992).

Figure 1.4 Muscle EMG profiles during several speeds of gait 1.39 d s e c in the
background to 0.83,0.28,0.22,0.17,0.11, and 0.06 dsec at the h n t . Black lines show
the end of Terminal Stance and the beginning of Swing. Muscles are SO, soleus; MG,
medial gastrocnemius; PL, peroneus longus and TA, tibialis anterior (Otter 2004).

There are limits on the experimentation that can be done on live subjects and on the
control those subjects have over their own gait (Wagner, et al. 1984). Additionally, the leg
and anklelfoot complex is a fantastically intricate machine, a factor that makes simulating
it both computationally or with a physical model extremely difficult. To be able to
generate a database of ailments and their possible symptoms, and to then go further and
look at the effectiveness of treatments, accurate simulation of a cadaveric specimen is
required (Cass, Settles 1994; Cass, et al. 1984). Cadaveric simulation would also provide
experimental data to test the validity of computational and physical models. Conditions to
consider when using cadaver specimens include tissue rigidity, potential for fluid loss both
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from dehydration and pooling of fluids, and damage done in the freezing process - these
factors can have an effect on the mechanical properties of the structure.
Currently, there are no commercially available gait simulation devices. Unlike most
versatile materials testing systems, a gait simulator is not only specific to the lower
extremity; it is also specific to how that extremity is manipulated. This has led to the
development by laboratories of their own simulation devices as the need arose. In the field
of simulating the contact phase and measuring plantar pressures exerted by the foot, a few
devices have been created that focus on the foot and ankle region and various aspects of
gait. Neil Sharkey and Andrew Hamel at Pennsylvania State University created one such
innovative design in 1997 (Figure 1.5). The device generated loads in five muscle tendon
groups including the Achilles, tibialis posterior, peroneus brevis and longus, flexor
digitorum longus, and flexor hallucis longus. The tendons were clamped in custom made
cryogenic clamps. The models for force generation were feedback controlled to follow

EMG data profiles (Perry 1992). The proximal tibia was swung through an approximate
movement pattern for gait while under force corresponding to original cadaver
bodyweight.

.-fI
1

Figure 1.5 Schematic of contact gait simulator with track at top to guide tibia along
anatomically correct forward gait motion (Sharkey 1998).

There was need for such a device in the VCU Orthopaedic Research Laboratory, a
gait simulator that could accept a lower extremity, disarticulated at the knee, and load it
realistically. Though the device in Figure 1.5 applied tension very closely approximating
observed EMG data to several muscles along with controlling the motion of the tibia in 2
dimensions, the proximal tibia was replaced with a load sensor and aluminum shafting
which removes the proximal tibidfibula. While this reduces the size of the specimen, it no
longer can distribute loads physiologically to the tibia and fibula and potentially weakens
the soft tissue rigidity and function around the ankle. That design also requires significant
setup and preparation time, bone cementing the intrarnedullary rod in place, isolating the
tendon bodies and cryogenically clamping them, and finally placement and removal of the
specimen in the frame.
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There was a need therefore, for the rapid removal and replacement of the specimen
in the system to accommodate lengthy testing scenarios. Furthermore, the addition of
liquid nitrogen systems or other cryogenic clamping to the setup complicates matters of
safety and economy unnecessarily; a less complex but equally powerful method of tendon
gripping was desired. One of the primary goals of this project was to design a simplified
system that could, even in its simplicity, recreate accurate plantar pressure distributions
during the contact phase of gait. A basic function of the system would be to load the lower
extremity in a simulated Mid Stance phase of gait for static experiments, but the more
intricate design is to simulate the entire contact phase from heel strike to toe off. This
device would use EMG data profiles such as shown in Figure 1.3-4 to create a realistic load
scenario.

The plantar pressure of this device would be separated into regions and

compared to the proportions and pattern of gait fiom several live subjects. The nature of
gait varies considerably fiom person to person, thus the goal is to simulate an acceptable
middle ground. More specifically, the focus is to achieve comparable load values in the
hind, mid, and forefoot and to do so in correct proportions over a gait cycle. As before
mentioned, the simplicity of the system not only serves to allow for rapid testing, but also
makes the system more user-friendly.
To this end, an existing static loading device was redesigned and refitted for the
application of computer-controlled load devices and data collection. A user-friendly
interface allowed for rapid, accurate, and easily repeatable tests.

Furthermore, the

collection of data from a pressure mat was automated to a degree. The process of
analyzing these data was simplified by the use of programs written in C - t t . These
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programs not only allowed hundreds of frames to be processed rapidly and accurately, they
also assisted in the creation of a region template to distinguish areas of interest within the
plantar distribution. These data were compared to the natural gait of several live subjects,
considering both the entire Contact Phase for dynamic gait, and Mid Stance phase for static
experimentation.

CHAPTER 11. Initial Design Considerations

11.1 Frame

With the design needs of a Contact Gait Simulation System understood, the first
stage of finding a suitable platform or superstructure for this simulation system must be
addressed. Such a platform must meet several physical characteristics to contain and
manipulate the lower extremity along with all the support equipment that would be put into
it. In particular are size and strength of the platform. There were several possible avenues
to finding a frame to work with: creating devices that would interface with the mechanical
and control systems of the Instron 1321 biaxial servo hydraulic material testing machine
(Instron Corporation, Canton MA) present in the lab, creating a new custom frame, or
modifying an existing static deadweight frame.
The Instron frame, while more than capable of generating the desired axial loading
scenarios, would be challenged to fully load a lower extremity in the manner desired.
Custom components to simulate dorsi and plantar flexion of the ankle would need a
mounting site either between the heads of the Instron or around it. This would necessitate
the drilling of mounting holes into the device or bulky clamps around parts of it.
Additionally, the lower extremity, intact with most of its soft tissue, is large and somewhat
bulky and would take up much of the available vertical space between the Instron's
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actuators. This was a real concern because additional equipment or mounting fixtures were
potentially needed. Furthermore the pressure distribution on the foot is monitored using an

HR pressure mat (Tekscan Inc, South Boston MA). This mat is two foot square and needs
a supportive platform to rest on. The Instron is a frame that uses upper and lower contact
grips for applying load to structures. While a platform could be substituted for the lower
grip, the Instron possesses neither the room nor stability needed for the HR mat. Due to

these size challenges and the number of custom added components, and the downtime
required to attach and prepare the equipment, the Instron was rejected as the fi-ame for this
Contact Gait Simulation System. The next choice, a custom made frame, was rejected due
to cost and limited room in the laboratory for an object of its size.
Though the feasibility of these other methods was considered and carefully
weighed, modification of a previously existing fiame (Figure 11.1) that had been used with
the HR mat to generate static plantar pressure distributions was chosen for creating the
Contact Gait Simulation System. The frame body consisted of a rectangular metal shell
made from a series of welded L-brackets, which were painted to reduce corrosion. There
are 118" inch thick plates welded to the bottom and top to cap off the ends, and a
stabilizing or safety plate parallel to the floor near the middle. The safety plate also acted
to guide the axial action of the applied deadweight loads as well as to limit how far the
weights could descend.

1 - ~ e r Weigtrs
d
I

- -Tibia1 Lordog
Fixture

~PressurcMat

#'

Figure 11.1 Schematic of the previous system. This device used a manually controlled

cable system to position deadweights on and off the lower extremity via a vertical guide
rod. In this image, the tibia is loaded through the distal femur held by a steel loading
fixture. The specimen "stands" on the Tekscan HR Pressure mat.

This static fixme had been originally used to guide, in a safety conscious method,
dropped weights to create a fracture to the calcaneus (Can,et al. 1997). Due to the bulk of
the free weights employed, the loads dropped were 35 lbs, which achieved the necessary
impact energy to create the hctures. Subsequently, larger axial loads were desired to
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simulate the application of body weight to the lower extremity as might be experienced
during the contact phase of gait. The system had added a come-along to support the loads
and permit the user to statically load a lower extremity specimen resting on the pressure
mat (Hadfield et al. 2001; Snyder et al. 2005). Loads applied were limited to -100 lbs
because of safety concerns with this manual method of loading.
The redesign began with removing the static loading components of the frame
including the weights, pulley system, and guidance device as they were to be replaced.
Upon removal of these components, detailed measurements of the frame body (Figure 11.2)
were taken to aid in the three-dimensional modeling of this structure in SolidWorks
(SolidWorks Corp, Concord MA) simulation of the first stages of the redesign and
computational analysis using COSMOS (Structural Research & Analysis Corp., Santa
Monica CA). These software packages were used extensively to create draft parts to
ensure clearance of mechanical components and for finite element analysis of the proposed
components. This modeling aided greatly in maintaining precise tolerances pertaining to
alignment of the axial components as well as sizing components for fit and the creation of
aligned mounting holes.

Top Plate
A.

1

Figure 11.2 Schematic of the bare fiame dimensioned in inches, capped by 118~
inch steel

plate and with the stability or safety plate through the middle

11.2 Load Generation

The initial goals of the Contact Gait Simulation System were to create a computer
controlled axial only loading, essentially a digital version of the previous frame, but with
the ability to simulate axial loading across the contact phase instead of gait at a static set
weight with magnitude of -100. This digital control meant automatic, not manual, loading
of the specimen, a much more hands off and precise approach. Application of the weight
would be controlled by a PC, which would also record measurements.
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The mechanism with which to apply the axial load was considered. There are three
sources of power readily available in the lab: electricity for the powering of motors and
coils, pressurized air available throughout the building, and pressurized hydraulic oil. The
external pump for the hydraulic fluid is used exclusively for the Instron, which would not
make it a suitable candidate. Both the air and electric modes could be implemented to
generate the desired loading scenario. There were several reasons that electric was rejected
over air. Electric motors are considerably heavier and larger than air actuators. Expense
was comparable as the actuator would need an electronically controlled regulator, however
this regulator would be able to directly interface with the lab PC, whereas an electric motor
may require additional and expensive control circuitry, which could raise its cost over that
of a pneumatic system. Also of concern was the line of action; for the axial compressive
(pushing) motion desired, a rotary electric motor would need additional mechanical
components to modify its line of action. Electric solenoids, while acting along the line
desired, would not be suitable for constant force generation in the magnitude required.
Finally, coils of the size needed to generate the range of forces desired by this
Contact Gait Simulation System would flood the surrounding area with a strong electric
field causing considerable noise issues with the more delicate sensors employed by this
same system for control and data collection. Ultimately, pneumatic actuators were chosen
as the method for force generation mainly due to ease of use, conlponent cost, reduced
(electronic) noise, and ready availability of components from a number of local sources.
An air system is also very easy to disconnect and rearrange for the series of trial and error

in component selected that would ensue.
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An air powered linear actuator (Model: 2.50-4F-SC-9-6.00, Parker Hannifin Corp.,
Irvine CA) was chosen as the device for axial force generation (Figure 11.3). The features
of this air actuator are a 2.5-inch bore diameter, which gave it roughly 4.91 inches of
pushing surface area, and 4.47 inches of pulling area, as the cylinder is double acting.
Additionally, a maximum available stroke length of six inches was chosen to give the axial
actuator the largest range of travel possible. An option of bumpers was chosen for the
push or extension direction, to decrease the impact of the cylinder bottoming out. This
should not happen during normal operation but was entirely possible and present during
the myriad testing phases when the control system was being developed. These bumpers
provide a resilient surface for the piston head inside to rest on when the machine was not in
use.

Figure 11.3 Schematic of the pneumatic actuator fully retracted, rod end shown at bottom,

mounting holes visible in front and back caps. Inlet air ports are also built into these caps.

CHAPTER 111. Methods: Hardware Development

111.1. Device Mounting

Once this method of force generation was chosen, the ability for the frame to
support it had to be addressed, specifically in the area of mounting. As the actuator would
act directly on the axis of loading, its orientation had to be vertical and centered through
the safety plate hole of the frame. Initial design of a mounting system for the frame
considered the addition of a large square plate that would be oriented parallel to the safety
plate and between it and the top of the frame (Figure 111.1). This plate would attach to
shelving like rails added to the frame edges such that it could be grossly positioned
vertically in increments of about 1.5 inches. This positioning would allow the plate to be
moved up or down to free up space for manipulating the specimen, as well as allow for
nearly any size or length lower extremity. Fine control of the distance between load fixture
and specimen was to be controlled by the six-inch stroke of the air actuator. Further
control would be possible through the components that attached the plate to the railing in
the four comers. These components would not only hold the plate at its desired height, but
adjustment would allow for leveling of the plate and further control of height. This
mounting plate would be the hub for the axial actuator as well as any additional actuators,
sensors, or equipment that needed close proximity to the specimen.

Future Actuators

Figure 111.1 Concept model of positionable mounting plate, shown with three actuators
mounted (only the center actuator supplies axial load); two additional actuators for future
development of plantar- and dorsal-flexion moments. Crossbars added to stiffen the
middle of the plate against deformation due to the activation of the axial actuator.

This concept was rejected for several reasons. The weight of this plate would be
considerable, and while not nearly as heavy as the deadweight system, it would require a
rail or carriage system precise enough to prevent binding during travel and strong enough
to hold without damage or movement during loading.

Furthermore, unless the plate

system was equipped with its own motors to control its position, one operator alone would
have difficulty adjusting it. Connections between each corner and the frame would have to
be adjustable for height and tilt; for this, either a system of connected guide points, or

individual guide devices for each corner would be required. Significant movement or
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settling could cause deflection of the mounting that would create erroneous data during
tests. From the design standpoint, the plate was a complex assembly of mounting points
and support struts, which would require many man-hours of machining, and thus initial
estimates, were prohibitive.
After several design drafts and numerous brainstorming sessions, it was determined
that this solution would not fulfill mechanical expectations, ease of use, and cost, and was
therefore not feasible. The design process for this plate did however have a substantial
positive effect on subsequent parts drafting. The need for simplicity, strength and large
tolerances was determined to be key for future design. Of these requirements, simplicity
became a point of focus. In several cases, simplifying a design removed many initial
problems and gave the components a degree of flexibility that was enough to compensate
for underestimations in foresight.
The next serious idea would prove to be the one ultimately used. Instead of
positioning the actuator near to the specimen on a moving platform, the actuator was
positioned at a stationary point, mounted to the top plate of the frame. A length of shafting
running from the actuator down to the specimen, and the 6-inch stroke length of the
actuator were deemed appropriate for the range of specimen dimensions. Additionally, a
built up base of bricks and plywood sheets could raise or lower the height of the pressure
mat, allowing for an even greater range of specimen sizes.
From the beginning of this design thought process, it was clear that the top plate of
the frame would need to be stiffened. In its original configuration, the plate when pushed
would bow out or in with a sudden pop under the firm press of a hand. This very
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significant deflection had to be eliminated. A U-channel bar slated diagonally across the
top of the frame, bolted to the top plate, would provide stability, and with minor
modification, a more complete mounting point for the actuator. A concern arose in
mounting this U-channel brace.

The frame had two holes drilled into the top plate

originally that were mounts for hooks and pulleys used with the deadweight cable system.
To avoid drilling additional holes, which could compromise the structural integrity of the
top plate, the existing holes were incorporated into the mount design. They along with the
4 mounting holes securing the actuator would secure the U-channel to the top of the frame
in several places to stiffen this top platem-channel structure. Aligning the holes in the Uchannel with the holes in the frame, and maintaining alignment with for the axial actuator
was much simplified using SolidWorks to draft the mounting points.

111.2 Mount Stability

Due to the need to minimize deflection of the loading components, several
commercially available dimensions of this U-channel were modeled in SolidWorks and
simulated in COSMOS under realistic loading conditions to assist in the optimization and
drafting of this component. Two parameters were considered in this modeling: the first
was the strength of the brace in supporting the loading that would be generated, and the
second parameter was the deflection of the bar during this loading. To this end, the
dimensions of the U-channel brace were considered.
The addition of a small circular plate at the center bottom of the U-channel allowed
the actuator to mount securely with the U-channel through the top plate of the frame. This
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assembly was created in SolidWorks with initial dimensions of thickness and length of the
U-channel including a wall thickness of 1116~with a base of 1.OO inch and wall height of
1.OO inch of an inch and a total length of 36 inches, such that the U-channel extended just
beyond the existing mounting holes in the top plate.
The maximum deflection of this initial model was over 0.25 inch and located at the
center of the beam, or where the actuator would mount. Additionally, the model showed
signs of possible plastic deformation under the 1001b loading where it joined the circular
plate. As this design was modified in SolidWorks, the U-channel was both thickened and
lengthened. Ultimately the dimensions were increased to 1 1 4 ~
of an inch thickness, 1.OO in
base and 1.00-inch wall height, and the U-channel was lengthened to lie across the Lbracket outer frame of the top plate, approximately 46 inches in length. There was a desire
to build in a large factor of safety for this support brace. For the purposes of this current
simulation, system loads of -100 Ibs were expected to be the maximum; however these
components should be able to operate under forces 3 or 4 times greater. This U-channel
brace ended up over engineered so that it could withstand 400 lbs of axial loading with
these modifications to thickness and length. Ultimately, the deflection at the center of the
U-channel dropped to under a 1164~of an inch, and peak stresses in the beam were an
order of magnitude under the strength of the steel. These values were deemed more than
adequate for the system.

Figure 111.2 COSMOS simulation of drafted Solidworks U-channel, results displaying

stresses present in the U-channel during 100 lb axial loading. A maximum stress of
-35MPa was present only at the sites of attachment to the f!rame (highlighted in red box);

this value is an order of magnitude below the yield strength of the steel (ANSI 1040).
Right: photograph of final component mounted.

111.3 Specimen Load Fixture

With the load generated, its interface with the specimen must be considered. The
existing load fixture was a machined block of steel serving as both a platform for specimen
grips and an appropriate artificial distal femur for specimen contact. This design concept
was modified for the addition of other components. The new design (Figure 111.3) had two
semicircular protrusions that acted as femoral condyle surfaces that would seat onto the
meniscus or directly onto the articulating surface of the tibial plateau.

Figure III3 Schematic of original load fixture &er the addition of cable slots and sh&ing
mount hole, with four adjustable posts for gripping the proximal specimen.

The platform was extended into the anterior and posterior directions to allow additional
equipment to be mounted. The most common mounts originally were pins to restrict AIP
movement of the specimen and maintain contact between the condylar surfaces of the
platform and the specimen's tibial plateau during the loading process. These pins were
replaced immediately with thicker and stronger posts that would independently cup the
specimen at four points. Additionally, these posts would allow cabling as was planned for
tendon load generation, to run unimpeded up the anterior and posterior sides of the lower
extremity.

Later in development this device underwent another redesign for the

accommodation of actuator mounts, the final load fixture is described in section 111.7.
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111.4 Shafting: Guidance

With the actuator now stationary and mounted at the top plate of the frame, a length
of shafting was needed to serve as a connection between the actuator and the distal loading
piatform, which would be in contact with the specimen. The shafting had to perform
several other functions such as maintaining vertical alignment of the movement of the
actuator rod as side loading of this rod in the actuator body would cause rapid wear on the
seals.

The potential for side loading could develop when a specimen was improperly

seating in the testing apparatus or if the specimen should begin to slide out of alignment
during a test.
It was determined that the best way of stabilizing this several foot section of
shafting was to run the distal end of the shafting through a bearing. Certain design
constraints were considered for this bearing. It had to be situated as near as possible to the
specimen to prevent a large moment force fiom developing in a slipping specimen acting
on the shafting. Such a force would require a much heftier and therefore bulkier bearing
mount if the bearing was to be mounted near the actuator.

Failing to constrain the

deflection of the shafting at the source of action could cause damage to the shafting itself
in the form of bent shafting or scraping of the shafting against other components or in the
bearing. To meet these requirements, a mounting beam was needed for the bearing near
the safety plate. There were several proposed methods of mounting the bearing including
bolting an adaptor plate onto the safety plate and mounting the linear bearing on that.
Since mounting the bearing directly to the safety plate could compromise room for large
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specimens; the ideal mount would allow several inches of space above the plate to fit for
the range of specimen heights.

A theme prevalent throughout this design process was to take only as much room
as necessary. For this reason, a mounting scheme for having the bearing sit above the
safety plate was developed (Figure 111.4). A bar, composed of 3 segments, which would

run diagonally across the £kame between opposing edges, would form this mounting. This
bar would be clamped to the edges by small, strong c-claps, and the middle section would
have a mount hole for the bearing. This center beam was made in three pieces so that it
could be taken in and out of the h e , and to allow easier leveling and smooth passage on
the shafting. From the schematic of this beam, it is seen that a large tolerance has been
built into it, as the shafting, actuator, and associated mounts were not laser guide mounted.
Small errors in measurement and manufacture here and elsewhere are dealt with by the
flexibility of this linear bearing beam.

Figure 111.4 Schematic of bearing beam components (left), and position in the load fiame
with coupling ends secured into the h

e L-brackets (right).

111.5 Shafting: Load Measurement and Material Selection
There was interest in putting a load cell inline with the shafting so that the actual
load on the specimen could be measured and perhaps later used as a feedback mechanism
to the control system. This was beneficial to the material selection of the shaft. If the load
cell was placed in between two lengths of shafting instead of at one end or the other, then
different materials could be used for both segments of shafting.
When selecting the materials for the shaft, weight was an important factor in the
users' ability to manipulate the load fixture with respect to the specimen, as the several feet
of shafting needed could get quite heavy. Aluminum would be the choice for this, except
that it is not hard enough or smooth to survive a linear ball bearing's contact. Stainless
steel has the hardness but would be quite heavy. Another option was investigated, a
material called feather shafting, an aluminum hollow shaft that had an outer ceramic
sleeve. This sleeve protected the softer aluminum from wear due to bearings, but the
interior of aluminum maintained its lightweight advantage. In addition, there were specific
recommended bearings for this shafting that promised a much longer life and very low
fiction. The downside to this material was that it was available in limited sizes and was
quite expensive compared to other shafting materials. Additionally, while hard and
corrosion resistant, the outer ceramic sleeve could be marred or chipped by any impact
against the shaft, and thus was deemed too delicate. Ultimately, the upper part of the
shafting, whicli connected to the rod end of the axial actuator, was made from aluminum;
this was the longer length of shafting (Figure 111.5). The lower part of the shaft that would
serve as the mount for the loading platform of the specimen was made of stainless steel,
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precision milled to be very straight. The load cell then acted as the connector device
between the two lengths of shafting.

-Axial

actuator

-Load

cell

-Linear
-Load

ball bearing
fixture

Figure 111.5 Solidworks assembly of frame with stabilizing U-channel bar across
the top with mounted actuator. Aluminum shafting connects the actuator to the load cell;
past the load cell, stainless steel shafting runs through the linear bearing in its mounting
beam, and finally into the specimen loading platform. Note that shafting, load cell and
loading head can move vertically through 6 inches of stroke. In its current position
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between the load cell and specimen load platform, the linear bearing beam can be
positioned up or down several inches. This beam was positioned roughly in the middle of
the lower stainless steel shafting so that neither the load cell nor the specimen-loading
platform would make contact with it during the full activation of the 6-inch stroke.

111.6 Pneumatic Pressure Control
The force the axial actuator applies is by the air pressure at the push end of the
piston. An electronically controlled air regulator that could be attached directly to the
controlling PC and the pneumatic actuator was sought. The regulator must be powerful
enough to withstand the source air of about lOOpsi that exists in the laboratory. And the
regulator needs a very high degree of output resolution, preferably a value that would
correspond to a less than five-pound step size coming from the actuator. An electronic air
regulator sold by the same company that supplied the air actuator was found suitable
(Model P3P-R, Parker Hannifin Corporation, Irvine CA) (Figure 111.6). This regulator met
all the pressure range requirements as well as step size. The electronic output lines from
the regulator came in an unassembled wire harness; this harness allowed for the separation
of power and control signal wires so that a laboratory bench top power supply could
energize the regulator and the control signal could be wired into the PC separately (Figure
111.7). The regulator worked off a set range or conversion from input voltage (0-10 V) to
output psi (0-120psi) such that no matter the source pressure, it would return the same
output pressure for a given input control signal.

Attachment for

VDC control

et port (120psi max)

Figure III.6 Schematic of electro-pneumatic regulator with inlet, outlet, exhaust and
powerlcontrol signal harness connection.
System filterlstatic
redator

Figure III.7 Photograph layout of regulator with source and outlet tubing. The exhaust
port is has no connection and in normal operation vents air during quick changes from high
to low pressure. Wiring harness is not shown in this image. The right foreground has a
static regulator with a third needle gauge inline with the blue tubing. This static regulator
was an intermediate component for testing the actuator.

At this stage the hardware associated with just the simulation of axial force has
been implemented. What remains is the method of creating ankle flexion loads. The
pneumatic actuator system proved to be just as effective here as with the axial loading.
Like the axial loading, plantar flexion forces can be represented by a simplified piecewise
series of steps from inspection of the EMG data presented in the Introduction. To
accommodate the several stage plantar flexion actuations, an additional pressure regulator
identical to the axial model was connected in parallel with the air supply. For the dorsiflexion actuator, its main purpose is to pull the forefoot up such that initial contact is
primarily through the hindfoot as in Heel Strike; once this contact is made, the dorsiflexor
muscles relax and the forefoot is free to drop forward and begin its gradual loading to
stance. For this straightforward loading scenario, a three way-two position solenoid valve
(Model: MKH 0 NBG 45 A, Parker Hannifin Corp., Irvine CA) was chosen to control the
dorsi-flexion actuator; This valve has the flow demands needed to fill the 2inch diameter, 2
inch stroke actuator used for dorsiflexion in a brief time (-1 second), and the solenoid
component had acceptable power requirements (12 VDC and 0.4 amp) that could be drawn
from the laboratory's supply (Figure 111.8).

ISolenoid power

Figure 111.8 Solenoid switch and supplying static regulator; in the right background are
the electro pneumatic regulator and vent valve.

In its deactivated position, the solenoid switch blocked the flow of pressurized air
from the static regulator to the dorsal actuator. When energized the switch would allow the

air to pass into the lower chamber of the actuator, retracting the piston and thus lifting the
forefoot. When deactivated the switch would block pressurized airflow again and allow
the lower chamber to vent to atmosphere, thus allowing the forefoot to drop unloaded.

111.7 Plantar and Dorsi-flexion Actuator Mounts
To generate a plantar-flexion moment, muscle force generation through the
gastrocnemius and soleus muscles acting on the calcaneus through the Achilles tendon was
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required (Figure 111.9). For dorsi-flexion the target muscles were extensor digitorum
longus, extensor hallucis longus, and tibialis anterior. The muscles themselves could not
be stimulated to contract; instead comparable force acting through the tendon was needed.
The plantar- and dorsi-flexion air actuators clamped to the tendon and mounted in such a
way to preserve the natural line of action would sufficiently simulate muscle force.

Figure 111.9 Muscles of the lower extremity fiom knee; tendons to be clamped for
line of action preservation and force generation highlighted in blue at the site of clamping.
The plantar flexor is the Achilles tendon; dorsi flexors are the tibialis anterior, extensor
hallucis longus and extensor digitorum longus tendons (Williams 1995; Hockenbury, Johns
1990).

One of the first challenges then was preserving the anatomical line of action of the
muscle, either by mounting the additional actuators in a line of sight directly to the tendon
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attachments, or by routing cabling through pulleys such that the actuators could be
mounted elsewhere. The advantage of mounting them along the line of sight was
simplicity, however room for the actuators along that line of sight was limited. A few
options were investigated.
After the first generation mounting system (Figure 1II.l) was rejected, a
modification on the actuator mounts was proposed (Figure 111.10). This system would
isolate the actuators allowing for the individual positioning of each actuator. These
mounts were designed quite sturdy to survive the tension in the cabling.

Angled mounting
bracket

\

Figure III.10. Schematic of the second-generation independent actuator mounts for
plantar- and dorsi-flexion. Actuator shown mounted on the angled bracket, holes in base
allow for bolting to safety plate in h e 7mounting for a pulley center pin between the
vertical L brackets.

Original mounting designs set the plantar and dorsi-flexion loads to be external to
the specimen. The loads would be remotely attached and while they would pull on the
tendon, they would also pull the entire specimen vertically and thus act against the body
weight that was simulated through the compressive force of the axial actuator. What was
needed was a mounting system that would act internally, exerting the same force
downward on the specimen as was being exerted upward on the tendon, such that the only
action it performed was to simulate the contraction of a muscle (Figure 111.11).
Axial Actuator

a
HR mat

Figure 111.11Diagram of external vs. internal load for this frame. The axial actuator acts

on the leg externally creating a ground reaction force; the plantar actuator acts to put
tension on the heel by simultaneously pulling it on the Achilles tendon, and pushing down
the load fixture.

Mounting the actuators to the tibia itself in simulation of muscle attachment was
considered, but deemed to clutter possible sites of interest with too much hardware.
Another mounting point that met this requirement was already present in the load fixture.
By mounting the actuators on this load fixture directly, they would act below the load cell
and act as internally generated loads seeking to contract and not act against body weight.
Any force they applied upward against the tendon would be applied downward on the
fixture, and thus no net change in axial loading would occur. The fixture had slots cut into
it already to allow cabling to pass through if the actuators were mounted above the fixture
(Figure 111.3). However if the actuators were mounted directly to the fixture, larger slots to
allow for the rod ends of the actuators to pass through would be required.
Due to limitations in the width of the load fixture, larger slots would trim away too
much material and possibly compromise the integrity of the fixture. The bolts holding on
the posts protruded above the slots; furthermore the fixture itself was quite narrow for the
footprint of the actuator. These factors made the fixture unsuitable for mounting. The idea
of mounting the actuators on the fixture was a good one however.
To this end, a custom fabricated load fixture was created. There were several
significant changes in the fixture design with the incorporation of these new features. An
artificial femoral knee component was previously mounted on an aluminum block (Figure
111.12). This block had a hole drilled between the femoral condyles, this hole acted as a
removable mount point for a 0.5-inch rod. A rod was crafted from stock to act as a
centralized guide pin for the specimen, replacing the four guideposts in the previous load
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fixture and making the specimen support internal with a hole drilled down into the tibia1
medullary canal. Making this support internal reduced the clutter of devices around the
specimen's exterior surface.

Plantar

Dorsal
rn Regulator

F

Figure 111.12 Photograph of custom fabricated load fixture mounted at the end of the

shafting, pin attached.

Integral to this aluminum block are two crossbars that protrude posteriorly and
anteriorly 3-inches such as in the previous load fixture, in an " H configuration. There is
adequate room between the crossbars for the rods of the actuators to pass without contact.
Designing this new fixture to fit through the safety plate hole in the frame as well as to
accommodate mounting of the actuators in their proper locations was a challenge in
tolerances. Solidworks was used to map out the room available as well as guide the hole
placement for mounting of the actuators (Figure III.13).

The mounted actuators are
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staggered in their cylindrical placement such that .the air ports are on opposite sides of the
load fixture for easier access to the hosing and to simplify installation and removal of the
actuators.
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Figure 111.13 A 2 dimensional Solidworks template for guiding the actuator placement (in
inches). Outermost dotted circle represents the hole in the safety plate, with the next
concentric circle representing a buffer zone of 0.25-inch between components and this
hole. The third largest dotted circle (near top) is the outline of the plantar actuator; the
smaller dotted circle in the center is the diameter of the shafting of the axial actuator. The
two solid rectangles are the crossbars (outer edges of the " H configuration) with four
mounting holes in solid lines drawn on them. The final 2 actuator mounting holes placed
for drilling by hand once clearance around the safety plate hole was ensured.

This schematic was glued to the crossbars for proper alignment of the mo~mting
holes and additionally used to determine exactly how far out along the crossbars the
actuators needed to be mounted to ensure a straight unimpeded path for the cable to the
tendon clamp.

CHAPTER IV. Methods: Soft Tissue Attachment

IV.l Soft Tissue Clamping
Holding or clamping of soft tissue is problematic and becomes more so with large
applied loads. Clamping thick tendon strongly enough to exert 100 lbs (440N) of tension
or more was a challenge in clamp design. Suturing, wires and any tying method at that
tension would simply tear through the tendon body. Initial clamp ideas utilized wire and
cable clamps by forming loops with the tendon and then clamping it to itself. Even still the
tendon slipped unacceptably, and the system had to be re-tightened and positioned after
just a few tests much lower in tension that 100 lbs. An existing clamp that was made from
two steel plates with serrated teeth showed a much stronger and more stable hold. The
grooves were unfortunately cut vertically and the tendon would still slip out until the
actuator bottomed out. From this initial design, two custom fabricated clamps were
created (Figure IV.l). The first was made to the dimensions of the original clamp but with
grooves cut horizontally; it proved much more successful. The second clamp was the same
as the first but with twice the contact area.

Figure IV.1 Solidworks schematics of the three clamp types used. Left Existing clamp
used first (1.5 x 0.75 inches, 0.125 inch holes), Middle: First custom fabricated clamp,
teeth cut to oppose tendon fiber direction (1.5 x 0.75 inches), Right: Final custom clamp,

twice the contact area (1.5 x 1.5 inches). Tendon placement shown in dotted line.

Additionally, the holding ability of this clamp was increased by applying superglue
(cyanoacrylate) to the clamp surface and tendon as it was tightened in the hopes of
stiffening the tendon structure and prevents slippage. This clamp/glue system was tested
on isolated Achilles tendons still attached to the calcaneus, which was potted and held
fixed while a cable running fiom the clamp was loaded. A sequence of tests was run at
225,250, and 280 lbs with the load ramping up rapidly and holding for 60 seconds before
ramping down to zero load. Stroke at the end of each loading sequence was recorded
(Table IV.l).

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
1
56
2
56
56
3
7.9
Table W.1 Stroke data lowing clamp slip )age on the tenda during the tensile testing

sequence. Test speed was increased after the first four tests to closer approximate the rapid
loading used in the Contact Gait Simulation System.

The end stroke values represent potential clamp slippage. There was less than 0.5
inches (6-8mm) of clamp movement after 16 tests. As there is a two-inch (50.8m.m) stroke
length in the actuators, the clarnp/glue system to be adequate for use in generating plantar
flexion. Also tendon stretching during tests was not taken into account, and plays a role in
the actual slippage amount.

IV.2 Anatomical Actuation
A direct path from the tendon to the actuator was desired. For the dorsi-flexion

actuator, this is a straight path from the dorsum of the foot to the actuator, however the
plantar clamping has the obstruction of the calf body between the clamping site and the
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plantar-flexion actuator. To solve this problem, the cable was run between the muscle
bodies, exiting the specimen directly behind the tibial plateau (Figure IV.2).

Figure W.2 Clamp attachment and cable pathway, Achilles tendon clamped in a posterior
view, left and a medial view, right. Note cable anterior to the tendon and traveling behind
muscle body to emerge superiorly along tendon line of action.

To get the cable through the specimen in this manner, a pointed steel rod was first
driven through the soleus / gastrocnemius muscles to just posterior of the tibial plateau. A
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plastic tube was then inserted through the slot made in the tissue, with the rod guiding and
providing stability to prevent the tube fiom buckling. When the tubing was in place, the
rod was removed, and the wire cable was fed through the tubing, and finally the tubing was
removed leaving just the cable. With the proper direction of the rod and thus good
alignment of the cable with the clamp site and actuator, very little friction against the
inside of the specimen was attained.
At the actuator end, the cable is looped and clamped to itself, with the loop placed
over a low profile custom fabricated hook (Figure IV.3). Clamping the tendon in this
manner minimized the hardware present in the specimen and was an extremely simplistic
design. Running the cable and clamping and gluing the tendon can be performed easily by
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one person and can be done quickly with little room for error.
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Figure IV.3. Photograph of assembled cable hookup to actuator. Note clearance between
crossbars and actuator rod.

CHAPTER V. Methods: Computational Modeling and Control

V.l Axial Load Simulation
Body weight during gait as described in Figure 1.1, (Perry 1992) consist of a
bimodal ground reaction force during the contact phase, which peaks at Loading Response
and Terminal Stance and dips during Mid Stance.
This waveform undergoes some changes depending on the speed of gait between a
slow stroll and a run. For a much faster gait, the two peaks become more pronounced to
account for the impact of Heel Strike and the forward acceleration of the body in Toe Off.
However during slower gait with a shorter stride, the two peaks will nearly disappear. As
weight shifts from one foot to another, there is a reduction in the force at Heel strike and
Toe off. Furthermore with smaller stride and slower gait, there is a lengthened period
where both feet are in contact with the ground. This affects Toe Off because as the other
foot makes contact, full body weight may not be seen in Terminal Stance with the primary
foot. Additionally with a shorter stride, the primary foot does not need to flex the ankle or
shift contact to just the forefoot to the extent that happens in normal or fast gait.
For the purposes of this Contact Gait Simulation System, a slower stroll was chosen as the
model scenario.

This gentler gait was chosen primarily because testing on lower

extremities would be to analyze, for the most part, operative procedures, the initial
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recovery fiom which would be protected weight-bearing. Thus a slower gait would be
more appropriate than testing the limb under the conditions of a jog or run. The simulation
of body weight applied to the specimen wais governed by a series of piecewise equations.
These equations or relationships between gait cycle and body weight were
simplifications of changes in the ground reaction force waveform. Separating Figure I. 1
into linear piecewise segments, we obtained a series of equations (Figure V. l), which
generated an approximation of gait behavior (Figure V.2). This program was written in C
programming language and embedded into a function node within in the LabVIEW frame
control program

int32 y;
if(c<f)
Y =p;
else i f ( c < s * t + f )
y = ( M / ( s * t))* (c-f)+p;
elseif(c<((l-s)* t ) + f )
y=M+p
elseif(c<t+f)
y=-(M/(s*t))* (c-(t-f))+p;
else
Y =p;

Figure V.l Piecewise equations for axial simulation of the load the lower leg would

experience during gait. Maximum weight (M), total stride time (s), preload duration (f),
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ramp proportion (t), preload (p), current time (c), and output value for load (y). Equation is
embedded in a nested if statement for time dependence.

"

Loading 1

Mid Stance

I Terminal Stance I

Gait Phase

Figure V.2 Resultant axial output waveform, approximating observed slow gait

V.2 Computer Control
LabVEW (Version 6, National Instruments, Austin 'IX) was used for the control
of the regulators as well as monitoring input signals from the load cell, an LVDT, a
pressure sensor, and an output signal to trigger the HR Mat PC. Some of these inputs were
used for diagnostics and testing of function during the design process, such as a pressure
sensor that had been run in parallel with several different air hoses to double check
regulator operation and function. Additionally, the program recorded these inputs and
wrote values to an Excel spreadsheet that is created at the initiation of each test. These
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input and output signals were performed through a data acquisition card (Model: DAQ
Lab-PC+, National Instruments, Austin TX).
The control program was comprised of a front panel for user manipulation, a panel
laid out in a simplistic and aesthetic way to avoid confusion for the user. The block
diagram, or just diagram window, contained the wiring and input/output manipulation; it is
the "black box" of LabVIEW. This diagram window was not nearly as user friendly as the
front panel.

The casual user should never have need to see it during normal

experimentation with this loading frame as changes here affect the way the program runs.
This diagram window was a series of nested sequence, for, and while loops.
When the user starts the program by pressing the "Run Once" button on the
LabVIEW environment toolbar, the program begins running and is in a hold phase while
the input fields are filled. The program will not continue to the next phase (setup) until the
"Run" button is selected. These front panel sections are shown below (Figure V.3-5).

1~ e sCycle
t
~hmtmmters

I

I
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-
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1

Figure V.3 First front panel input box for the LabVIEW interface. It contains the inputs of

file name, maximum weight (M), totd stride time (s), % of strike for ramping up and down
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(t), preload (p), preload duration (called flats time) (f), inputs for digital load and
displacement safety stops. Lastly, a run button is clustered together with the other
parameters in the lower right corner of this front panel (the sampling rate and frequency
only appear in the back panel). The user may modify and alter these inputs up until they
depress the start button then the program locks the input values and shifts to its next frame
of operation.

After the run button is selected, .the program waits in a setup phase. In this second
frame of operation, there are monitors for the load cell and for the LVDT. This frame is
useful for insertion of the specimen and arranging it before testing. Additionally this stage
is useful as a frame diagnostic to ensure specimen seating, preload, and to check various
gages for correct air pressure. This setup can be performed in the first frame of operation
and is redundant to the operation of the program; however it was of use during creation of
the program and, with additional instrument readings, was used to help ensure the frame
components were operating properly.

Figure V.4 Second panel of LabVIEW interface for specimen setup showing

gauges for pressures to the upper and lower actuator chambers with the ability to adjust
upper. Load cell output shown in the bottom left gauge and LVDT displacement and its
range is shown to the right. Much of this does not appear in later versions to simplify the
device for researchers and because most of it is diagnostic and for design purposes.

A final "Run" button commences the gait sefiario; the program begins generating

output signals based on a series of conversion factors so that the control signals for the
actuators fit the model load. The inputs from the fiont panel drive the scaling of the y-axis
of the graph window (Figure V.5) such that the appropriate range for the test appears in
these windows. The time or x-axis is an adjusted scale calculated fiom the stride time plus
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the two preload times. The y-axis adjusts scale for the highest load desired, in this case the
peak load of the axial actuator plus an additional 301b empty space above.
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Figure V.5 Runtime plot of simulation (top), and end of run spreadsheet output plot
(bottom). Plots can each contain different information i.e. top plot shows all runs and
bottom shows only the most recent. Shown here are identical plots of load inputs and
outputs after running one test.
As the loading scenario is running, the graph window generates a real time plot of
the load in pounds vs. time in seconds (Figure V.5). The white curve represents the
command load signal with a range of 5 lb tolerable deviation as safety stops (red curves
around command signal). The feedback signal fiom the load cell (green curve) is
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superimposed. This plot is mainly to display the model load, and load cell value to
determine from inspection how well the fit is; however it can and has been easily modified
to show stroke, pressure, or a variety of any other diagnostic or of interest values. In
addition, there is a redundant graph display, which at the end of the test display what is
being outputted to the Excel file. This graph is identical to the real-time plot but shows
only one test run at a time (note sequential tests under the same file name append to the
original file with a new header but on the same worksheet).

An infinite number of subsequent tests can be run; with modifications to the input
each time should the user desire. However at anytime, the LabVIEW stop button can be
depressed to halt the program. Once the program stops, the excel spreadsheet can be
opened, viewed and edited.
As mentioned previously, the series of equations (Figure V.l) exists in a C
programming function node embedded in the LabVIEW frame control program. This node
accepts user inputs and runs the piecewise equations off of these values to generate the
output waveform of axial load in proportion to those inputted values. As the gait node
runs, the proportions inputted by .the user for peak time are compared to the computers
time and from this the correct equation is chosen (Figure V.6). The program is written to
increment time in units of one millisecond. However, as LabVIEW is a higher language
and is being run on top of Windows, the actual time increment is approximately 46
milliseconds.
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else if [c<((1-s)"t) +f)

Figure V.6 LabVIEW diagram window C node with piecewise code and inputs. The

timing circuit with "Slide" narqe links to a status bar showing time remaining in
simulation.

V 3 Additional Features
Outputs: in addition to the output signals for the electro pneumatic regulator to

control the air pressure applied to the actuator and thus load to the specimen, the program
outputs a logical signal to the HR-Mat PC so that the HR-Mat program will record a
specified series of frames while running the simulation. The user in the input parameters
h m e of the front panel also sets the name of this spreadsheet.
Runtime inputs: during a running simulation, the output values for the axial

regulator are generated in units of force or pounds body weight. To become usable to the
regulator, this signal is run through a series of conversions that take into account the signal
the regulator needs to correspond to an output pressure, and further the output pressure's
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area of effect on the actuator piston. Through these conversions, a user-defined force
becomes an applied force. With some calibrating and testing, the actuator conversion
factors were tuned to within approximately 5 pounds of force. At the time, this was the
highest precision we could obtain due to two factors; the noise in the load cell input which
makes a 1 pound precise reading impossible, and the breaking in of the actuators internal
bearing which initially was very stiff and noncompliant. This stiffness was most apparent
when the actuator was static or operating under low loading; it would tend to bind in its
travel and retard the force generation.
One other concern was a slight lag in system response - the load cell reading was
shifted in time behind the load waveform, a lag on the order of 0.25 to 0.5 seconds (Figure
V.7). The source of this lag is the actuator seal stifhess and possibly the use of a digital

filter, which could not be taken into account in the conversion equations. The solution to
this problem was a real time feedback system using the load cell, instead of a blind
conversion system. The load cell was already a part of the frame but the use of this
feedback had not yet been incorporated. Additionally, a physical filter was constructed to
augment the digital one and reduce noise.

Figure V.7 Output on LabVIEW screen of post-test waveforms. Command load (white),

load cell reading (green) and safety stops (red). Note green measured load trails behind the
model waveform in several locations highlighted in yellow boxes.

This lag in load initially caused a problem because of a safety system that had been
created to protect the components. The system was set to stop the program if the load cell
reading deviated more than 51bs fiom the command load, and while noise wasn't enough
of an issue to trigger this stop (the 51b noise was peak to peak, the stops are lOlb peak to
peak), the lag in response clearly shifted the load cell reading out of bounds of the red
stops. Until this lag could be eliminated, the digital stops were modified so that instead of
a range around the model, there was a set high value corresponding to 20% of the peak
load (approx 1201bs) that if exceeded would cause the program to end the simulation and
relieve all actuator pressures. With this change the 0.25-0.5 second lag would not halt the
test, and the load value was still monitored for safety reasons. This new digital stop
method protected the load cell and bearing components as well as the HR Mat fiom
excessive load, but would not stop the test if the specimen slipped.
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For the time being, a careful eye was required to make sure the specimen did not
slip as it was loaded. Slippage normally took a few seconds to develop, and stopping
LabVIEW when such an event occurred could easily halt the control program.
Additionally at this phase, slippage was not common enough to be further addressed.
Proper alignment during setup was considerably easy, and an off center specimen stood out
clearly. Further investigation into this time lag showed the high static resistance in the
actuator.

Approximately 25 lbs of force difference in the actuator was required to

overcome the static friction to get the actuator sliding freely. When the actuator was
stopped in its travel and thus this differential was not present, lag occurred. These specific
areas and how they affected the loading scenario are highlighted in Figure V.7. Of note is
the initiation of force at the beginning of every test. On the first load of the test, the
actuator is "cold" or has not moved recently. This particular area (see highlighted box A in
Figure V.7) is a steeper curve in the load cell reading that is the source of the 0.5-second
lag as the loading curve ramps up to the peak. Once this static friction is surpassed, the
load cell reading approximates the model load accurately. This static resistance appears
again as the model load drops off in terminal stance (Figure V.7, box B). Lastly when the
air actuator was nearly empty, it would seize again as the differential in the actuator drops
below the 201b mark. This stiffness prevents the load from reaching zero, resulting in a
residual load on the specimen after the test (Figure V.7, box C).
Along with a load cell, an LVDT was fit to the shafting proximal to the actuator to
measure displacement. The actuator compresses the specimen by approximately % inch.
Some of that is settling of the specimen in the clamps and flattening of the plantar foot
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surface. The LVDT was initially used as a second digital stop for detecting excessive axial
movement indicative of slippage; readings beyond the LVDT's normal bounds would
trigger the program to stop. The LVDT we chose from the lab supply had a limited stroke
range of approximately 1 inch in the linear range. The LVDT core piece required much
manipulation to attach and secure for each test and for relaxing the specimen in between.
Due to this, the LVDT has since lain dormant due to the ease of visual detection of
slippage and lower instances of such a problem; but the LVDT can be re-implemented as
needed in the fiiture. The coding also remains for the device though unattached in the
block diagram.
Both .the load cell and LVDT were run through digital Butterworth lowpass second
order filters and amplifiers to reduce noise masking their signals. These digital filters were
built as sub-VIs as they appear several times in different frames of coding. This was done
for both ease of coding and for uniformity of the filter design, such that all load or LVDT
readings would be identical. These amplifiers and filters are the only LabVIEW sub VI's
used in the program.

The use of sub-VI taxes the computer memory during runtime more

than coding without VI's. The use of sub VI's were restricted to the instance of these
filters to ensure this coding practice would not slow down LabVIEW while it executed the
loading scenario, which could affect sampling and output rate.
The VI's were run through a logical structure that would, if the program were
interrupted, write to the end of the excel output file indicating which condition occurred to
stop the test (Figure V.8).

Figure V.8 Nested logical statements giving Excel output errors based on the stop
condition that was triggered. Additionally, a dialog box appears on the screen during such

an interrupt, informing the user of the problem.

When operating in a running simulation, the output values for the regulator,
previously expressed in terms of load for the user, must be converted into a voltage value
for the regulator. This voltage must take into account not just the regulator but also the
area available for pressure to force generation in the air actuator (the piston surface) this
conversion schematic is shown below (Figure V.9).

Figure V.9 Conversion from load in pounds as input in the program for user ease, to a
corresponding voltage value. The 2.7 value is the square inch area of the piston the air will
act on; the 14 value is the slope of the electro pneumatic regulator in voltsnb. This end
voltage number is passed point by point to the plantar regulator.

The underlying structure of this control program (Figure V. 10) is a series of nested
loops, sequences and Boolean statements.

Base While loop, this loop accepts and passes inputs from the
user, system cycles back here after a particular test
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Figure V.10 Overview of the structures that encompass the program. The waveform
generation exists inside the sequence structure

V.4 Load Filtering and Feedback

There was a desire to use the load cell as a feedback device for regulating the
pressure to the air actuator to apply load to the specimen. However there were two issues
to address; the stiffness of the actuator was a factor, but the biggest problem was the noise
in the load cell. As the actuator's seals were broken in after a short period of use, the static
stiffness began to drop off and the actuator slid more smoothly during operation. The
noise in the load cell needed filtering however. Even with a digital filter, the load cell
reading was too coarse to use for feedback. A simple external hardware low pass filter was
created to amplify and filter the signal (Figure V. 1I).

?"-l

+ Load Cell

+ Daq
1OuF

Figure V . l l 2ndorder Butterworth lowpass external filter for Load cell using op amp 741.
Cutoff frequency is approximately 10Hz.

The addition of this filter significantly decreased the noise in the load cell input; the
decrease was to about 50% of the previous noise, or a roughly 2 lb peak to peak noise after
filtering. With these issues resolved to this extent, an attempt at feedback was made. The
feedback code would work in series with the conversion equations (Figure V. 12).
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Figure V.12 Feedback mechanism inline before conversion section. Initial step size
proportion value was a manual control for tuning the behavior of the feedback externally
during testing.

This feedback model worked by comparing the load cell reading to the command
load each time the program looped, and if the load cell reading was higher or lower than
the model described, a logic case structure would increment the output signal to the
electro-pneumatic regulator down or up accordingly to bring the load cell and command
load into convergence. Difficulties associated with this were in tuning the increments such
that the comparison worked fast enough to iron out discrepancies in the two readings (load
cell and command load), but it also could not be overly sensitive. This can be understood
better by considering the axial loading curve. The curve contains both periods of static
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loading (the peak hold time) and periods of rapid dynamic loading (the ramping up and
down). The feedback coding would need enough sensitivity to keep the dynamic sections
converged, but not enough sensitivity to cause oscillations during the static periods.
The initial feedback control failed to meet these requirements; it could be tuned for
the dynamic portions or the static but would not work well in the middle ground, and
generated results about the same as without using feedback. This system for feedback
control was linear, and used constant step sizes to increment the control signal. What was
needed was a non-linear feedback mechanism, one that would adjust its sensitivity on the
fly to take into account these static and dynamic regions. A modified non-linear feedback
system (Figure V.13) was developed using a quadratic behavior where the difference
between the command load and load cell reading was taken into account.

Figure V.13 Original feedback was a constant step size, this non linear system takes the
natural log of the difference between the model and load cell reading (absolute difference)
then amplifies it by a factor of two, and divides it by 5 (both the amplification and division
value were tuned to these values of 2 and 5 after repeated testing, they gave the best
response).

When small differences occurred between the load cell and command load
readings, a small step would occur in the control signal, but for large discrepancies bigger
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steps would be taken. The step size self adjusts each time before adjusting the output
signal to the axial air regulator considering only the instantaneous difference in readings.
The result of this was a much timelier load curve (Figure V.14), swiftly manipulated to
follow the model load closely. During the static phases, the control signal would adjust
slowly such that the load would ease into position without rapid transitions. During the
loading and unloading ramp phases, the control signal would rapidly adjust and remain
quite close to the target.

Figure V.14 Load curve with non-linear feedback. White represents command load, green
represents the load cell reading;note the rapid response to load change and severe
attenuation of lag between the command and actual load. Evidence of minor (- 7lb)
oscillations in the axial load appears at the beginning and end of the waveform. Yellow
represents an amplified image of the command signal. Note the different size step
adjustments corresponding to the magnitude of deviation between command and actual
loads.

The axial command signal receives filtered load input and goes through a feedback
loop before outputting a signal to the axial regulator because the load is applied through
several components and over a distance. With the shafting, guidance, and any static or
dynamic appliances applied to the specimen, the axial load should remain the same and is
judiciously manipulated by the program for that accuracy.

V.5 Plantar and Dorsi-Flexion Simulation
For the ankle flexor actuators, the paths their cabling takes are short and for the
most part unhindered. Because of this and the problems of fitting bulky load cells that
close to the specimen, their controls are straight conversions. The plantar control C node
generates the most complex waveform of the three (Figure V.15).

Several factors

contribute to the complexity of this waveform. The plantar actuator is responsible for the
creation of the stance distribution as well as the terminal stance and runs based on the
timing of the axial pattern

Loading 1

I Terminal Stance
Gait Phase

Mid Stance

I

Figure V.15 Axial, Plantar, and Dorsal waveforms. Plateau values are user selected as
well as total stride time. Proportions-between Axial, Dorsal and Plantar are inherent in the
coding and are based on EMG data (Perry 1992).

The C node coding for the plantar and dorsal controls originally had the plateau
values used as a proportion of the axial, i.e. 0% to 200% of the axial peak value. However
that was determined to be more confusing that just setting a straight load value for the
plantar and dorsal actuators. As the maximum value for loading with the actuators was
280 lbs their range was set from 0-280. The C nodes themselves are embedded in the
program identically to how the axial C node is embedded (Figure V. 16).

dm=((pc"M)l(.S"f))"c;

else if (cc(f+.6"(t+)+.76h))
pm=(((4%b-4%a)h)*c-(((4W
4'pa)"(f+R"(t-h)+.76%))h)+pb);

else if (cc(f+(.S"(t-h))+(.2%)))
dm=((pcaM)*cl((.25Yt-h))+

(.2'Pl)))+(((~c"M)yf+(.57t-h))+

(.2%)))4(.25~t-h))+(.2*h))):

Figure V.16 C program nodes embedded in LabVIEW; plantar code to the left, dorsal to
the right. Input values are boxed in orange at the left of the nodes, output values are boxed

in blue .atthe right of the nodes.

This system performs the overall functions of accepting inputs from the user and
various devices, running its programmed nodes to generate the loading waveforms for the
actuators, triggering the HR Mat to record a select series of fkames (if needed) and to
generate an output file in Excel that lists all its outputted and received values as a self
check or diagnostic record (Figure V. 17).

Axial Actuator

-

f-

- Regulators

Plantar Actuator 1

Dorsal Actuator

Load Frame
Figure V.17 Block diagram of control circuitry for the Contact Gait Simulation System.
Frame components on left, control PC bottom right and HR Mat PC top right. Brown line
fiom PC1 to PC2 represents the triggering of the HR Mat programs recording of frame

data. The control programs triggers this either in the middle of the stance simulation, or
for the entire full contact simulation to ensure simultaneous simulation and data recording.

V.6 User Friendly Front Panel Design
Once the features necessary for the desired operation of the system were created
and functional, several of the diagnostic features could be phased out. The control
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program was designed to be the primary interface for the user with the system. Once
proper operation was established and the simulation parameters were narrowed down the
front panel was revisited and simplified to contain only the controls needed for casual use
(Figure V.18). The Excel file created for each run serves now as a record of the simulation
operation that can be access if a problem arises.

M a Made
Load C d

Conbd !nbl

Figure V.18 Updated control program interface, simplified for use and functionality.
Testing parameters and file information are condensed along with one real-time load cell
meter, status bar and running display of simulation. Also a large "Abort" button is present
in case of specimen slippage or problem while testing.

Chapter VI. Methods: C++ Data Analysis Programs

VI.l Collected HR-Mat Data
Software programs were written in C++ to make analysis of plantar pressure data
efficient and consistent. The HR-Mat pressure sensor is a mat of 8352 sensing elements
arrayed in a grid that has 86 rows and 97 columns. Each sense1 has an area of 0.2 x 0.2
square inches. There are various data acquisition parameters to choose from for export of
pressure data, with the number of fiames and frame collection speed (up to 60 frames per
second) as the primary control. Also there are various triggering options that allow these
data to be recorded after an event such as a certain load threshold has been met or an
external signal triggers. These frame data, once collected, are stored as an .fsx movie file
for the Tekscan program to read. The movies can be manipulated in many ways including
frame editing, smoothing features and crude quantitative analysis tools.
In using this hardware and software for the Contact Gait Simulation System, two
types of movies are commonly produced. The first is a record of the outline of the foot.
This outline is first traced with a black marker around the foot and onto a taped down sheet
of plastic. The specimen is then removed. The trace movie takes advantage of the HR Mat
software's ability to track and display the center of force. To focus pressure on specific
sensels and -thus control this center of force; the black marker (or similar soft pointed
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object, such as a finger) is used to trace again along previous outline. Additional marks,
denoting forefoot / midfoot, and midfoot 1 hindfoot borders are also made. These collected
data are visualized by selecting the option of displaying and showing the path of the center
of force of the movie. As only the tracing object is contacting the mat, this center of force
display should appear identical to the outline of the foot and region demarcation. The
second movie type is a simulation movie, which is the frame capture of a running
simulation, typically triggered externally by the control program at the start of loading by
the Contact Gait Simulation System's control.
With these data captured from the HR Mat, it could be analyzed across multiple
frames and in non-uniform regions by the following method, coded into custom software
programs written in C++. The user exports these data from HR Mat depending on its type
type, i.e. trace data or simulation data. Data taken from the trace are exported as ASCII
format, the data type of importance is center of force, and the movie size to be captured is
whole movie (Figure VI.l, left). The center of force data type exports as a sparse matrix

(Figure VI.l, right) where the first column is the frame number, the second and third
columns are the X and Y Cartesian coordinates of the center of force for that
corresponding frame. These coordinates essentially relate to a sensel in the sensor array.
The software attempts to average sensor coordinates; if the exact center does not fall
exactly on a sensel, floating point numbers are generated.

Figure VI.1 The selection menu in the HR Mat sohare displays the file name and unit

type for exporting (Left image); note selection of Center of force data type and Whole
movie. The movie range, grayed out to the lower right, is the size of the movie in fiames.
Exported data (Right image, shown via Windows Notepad) contains columns representing
Frame number, and the X and Y (listed as column and row) coordinate on the map for the
sensor seen as the center of force. Highlighted in blue are the decimal approximations of
the center of force, the [-1, -11 entry for fiame 45 denotes no center of force for that frame,
i.e. the tracing object was not making contact with the mat.

The captured simulation data are also saved as ASCII format, but the format is
frame data instead of center of force, and again the range is whole movie (Figure VI.2,

left). These data generated here are a series of sequential fiames laid out in an array,
essentially a visual map of the mat with corresponding pressures values generated (Figure
VI.2, right). As the pressure mat contains 87 rows and 96 columns and the movie length
can easily vary between 100-400 frames, data sets can become quite long.

Figure VI.2 The selection menu in the HR Mat software displays Frame data type
selection and Whole movie (Left image). Exported data are in spreadsheet format (Right
image, viewed here in Excel). The start and stop number on the fiames is listed, and a
heading (Frame 1) shows the frameebeing displayed. Values are shown in terms of MPa

with each cell representing a 0.2 x 0.2 inch pressure sensor.

VI.2 Region Mapping and Analysis

Once exported, these trace data save with an .asc extension, which is the file
extension for ASCII data. These simulation data saves with an .asf extension, which is the
file extension for Microsoft advanced streaming format. The fmt of the C programs,
called Trace, when run will prompt the user to enter the trace filename information. This
filename must include the extension .asc and must have no spaces in it. After entering the
name, the user presses the "enter" key and the program writes a comma separated variable
file (.csv) called Trace File; this file format can be opened through Microsoft Excel with
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the comma delimiter option selected. The program generates an array representing the
dimensions of the mat, where a value of "1" appears for every point along the path of the
center of force. This creates an outline of the foot as a path of "1"s in a field of "0"
representing areas where the center of force was never present. The decimal or floatingpoint values found on the exported data are rounded to the nearest integer for determining
their location on the array.

Figure VI.3 Tracing output generated by the Trace C program in Excel. Highlighted in

gray are values of 1, written over a field of 0's where the center of force was recorded on
the mat. This image represents the processing of 200 h n e s each with a single center of
force location. The two vertical lines at the bottom of the foot trace are indicators as to the
location of hindfoot 1 midfoot and midfoot I forefoot boundaries as determined by
anatomical palpation.

The user has to now take this outline of the foot and separate it into a regional map
(i-e. medial and lateral hindfoot, medial and lateral midfoot, etc). This step must be done
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by hand due to the countless possible variations of region, and differences in anatomy fiom
one specimen to the next. To define these regions, the user fills in the first region on that
trace map with the number 1, the second region with 2's and so forth. For the below
Figure VI.4, metatarsal heads are used to pinpoint the regions of the forefoot. The position
of the heads for use in this trace can be determined by measuring the location of the heads,
with respect to the medial or lateral borders of the forefoot, on the specimen beforehand.
The regions can be any shape or size. An individual region does not have to lie adjacent to
any of its parts; for example region 3 can be composed of two unconnected, entirely
separate areas. This degree of flexibility allows infinite control over how the regions are
assigned and related to each other, for the purposes of foot analysis connected and unique
regions that are most useful. Once the matting is completed, it is saved still as a .csv file
for use in the Analysis program.
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Figure VI.4 The tracing fiom the above (Figure V1.3) broken into regions by the user
based on either anatomical measurement of metatarsal heads or pressure spikes fiom pin
heads positioned beneath the heads during a separate recording (shown in red). In this
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example, first and second heads are grouped into region 1 (entire region filled in with 1's)
at the upper right, region 2 below it contains metatarsal head 3, and region 3 contains
heads 4 and 5. Regions 4 and 5 split the midfoot the same way the 6thand 7thregion split
the hindfoot, in the sagittal plane.

This regional map will define how the second C program, Analysis, will calculate
regional pressure data. The Analysis program prompts the user to enter a filename for the
trace file with extension and no spaces, then a filename for these frame data, the .asf file
from the HR Mat software. The program then prompts the user for the length of the movie
in frames, and the number of regions present. The program then loops through the frames,
calculating for each frame the values of total summation of pressure, average value,
maximum value, contact area (or the number of sensors with a value greater than zero),
and average pressure with respect to that contact area. The program calculates these values
one region at a time, for the number of regions the user specifies, looking into the Trace
file for the location of region numbers.
The Analysis program writes these values into three additional .csv files. One file
called Frame Summary lists these data by frame, displaying each region (Figure VI.5);
another file called Overview displays each region's value over the frames (Figure VI.6);
and a third file called Average, is an average of these data over the total movie (more
useful for capture of static data) (Figure VI.7). These data are displayed in these ways so
that for Frame Summary, a single frame or specific frames can be considered with respect
to the pressure distributions in those frames' regions. The Overview file allows for easier

inspection of changing region data over time or frames. Due to a want for time-averaged
data, the third Averaging file was created so that a window of static data could be captured
and analyzed instead of a single frame within that window. Both the Summary and
Overview contain the same data, presented in different formats so the user can easily
perform additional calculation based on region by frame data (summary) or frame over
time data (overview).
Frame
Regcon
Regcon
Regcon

I

1 Sum of cells 0.82 Average All
2 Sum of cells 0.34 Average All
3 Sum of cells 6.8 Average All

1

Frame
Regcon
1 Sum of cells 0.8 Average All
Reg~on 2 Sum of cells 0.37 Average All
Regcon 3 Sum of cells 6.87 Average All

Frame
Regcon
Reg~on
Reqcon

0.83 Average All
0.39 Average All
6.8 Averaqe All

0.m083 Max value 0.03 Cells Firing 57 Average Firing 0.01439 Force (N) 21.1609 Force (lb) 4.757
O.aXJ83 Max value 0.03 Cells Firing 23 Average Firing 0.01478 Force (N) 8.77404 Force (lb) 1.9724
0.0321 Max value 0.13 Cells Firing 134 Average Firing 0.05075 Force (N) 175.481 Force (lb) 39.448

O.maB1 Max value 0.03 Cells Firing 54 Average Firing 0.01481 Force (N) 20.6448 Force (lb) 4.641
O.OOU3 Max value 0 . m Cells Firing 26 Average Firing 0.01423 Force (N) 9.54822Force (lb) 2.1464
0.0331 Max value 0.13 Cells Firing 132 Average Firing 0.05% Force (N) 177.287 Force (lb) 39.654

I

I

1

I

0 . m Cells Firing 58 Average Firing 0.01431 Force (N) 21.419 Force (lb) 4.815
0.03 Cells Firing 26 Average Firing
0.015 Force (N) 10.0643 Force (lb) 2.2625
0 13 Cells Firinq 129 Average Firing 0.05271 Force (NI 175.481 Force (lb) 39.448

Figure VI.5 Frame Summary data; Frame number and then region are displayed along the
left, with values for each frame grouped in columns.
Reglon 1
Frame Sum Tot Arerage All MaximumI Cells Firin!
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

082
08
083
082
082
086
08
084
087
087
087
083
087
084
089
081

0.000833
0.000813
0.000843
0.000833
0 000833
0.000874
0.000813
0.000854
0.000884
0.000884
0.000884
0.000843
0.000884
0.000854
0 000904
0.000823

0.03
003
0.03
0.02
0 02
0.03
003
0.03
003
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0 03
0 03
0.02

57
54
58
57
56
59
55
56
60
58
58
57
59
56
60
55

Region i
Sum Tot.AverageAlI Maximum Cells Firin!Arerage Firinc Force B1:Force (Ib)
0.34
0.37
0.39
0.4
04
0.37
0.37
0.39
0.37
0.37
04
0.38
0.39
0.38
0.39
0.35

0.000829
0.000902
0.000951
0.000976
0.000976
0.000902
0.000902
0.000951
0.000902
0.000902
0.000976
0.000927
0.000951
0.000927
0 000951
0.000854

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

23
26
26
27
25
25
25
27
26
26
28
26
28
27
28
25

0.01 47826
0.01 12308
0.015
0.01 48148
0.016
0.0148
0.01 48
0.0144444
0.0142308
0.U142308
0.01 42857
0 0146154
0.01 39286
0.0140741
0.01 39286
0.014

8.774
9.5482
10.064
10.322
10.322
9.5482
9.5482
10.064
9.5482
9.5482
10.322
9.8063
10.064
9.8063
10 064
9.0321

1.9724
2.14644
2.26246
2.32048
2 32048
2.1 4644
2 14644
1.26246
2.14644
2.14644
2.32048
2.20445
2.26246
2.20445
2 26246
2.03042

Figure VI.6 Overview data; Franie number is displayed along the left, regions (Region 2,3
shown) displayed across the columns (Refer to Appendix C for an enlargement of the
above figure).

Average

Values

Region 1 Sum Total Av. A11 Cells Max Cell

11.I 165 0.0147434 0.384642
Region 2 Sum Total Av. All Cells Max Cell

0.157593 0.0003623 0.017421
Region 3 Suni Total Av. All Cells

4.11708

Max Cell

0.0101406 0.123983

Cells Firing Average Firing Force(N) Forceclb)

192.84

0.0537016

286.873

64.4889

Cells Firing Average Firing Force(N) Force(lbJ

129284

0.012189675 4.06685 0.914227

Cells Firing Average Firing Force(N) Force(lb)

54.7077

0.075255951

106.245

23.8839

Figure M . 7 Data from the entire Overview file is averaged over every frame, such that for

static data, Region 1-all display one averaged value per data of interest (i.e. Total, Cells
Firing etc.. .).

These data from these files contains a degree of redundancy and in the case of the
Average file, is not applicable to dynamic data. This redundancy is to allow maximum
flexibility for data analysis. Depending on whether these data are static or dynamic, and
whether the interest is more in the change over time or the differences between regions,
displaying these data in these several forms makes it easier for analysis of what could
potentially be hundreds of frames of data and numerous anatomical regions. Because of
this flexibility and the large numbers of data files generated, the user must ensure they
organize

data

with

an

adequate

file

system

and

naming

convention.

Chapter VII. Results
VII.l Live and Simulated Full Contact Qualitative data
To obtain data for comparison with simulated contact gait, data was taken from live
subjects traversing the pressure mat. Subjects were instructed to walk (unshod) at a slow
leisurely pace across the pressure mat. Subjects walked across several times before they
were acclimated to the testing environment, at which time several gait recordings were
taken. The most relaxed and normal recordings, which included a full foot visible on the
sensors through the entire contact phase, were used for analysis. Additionally, a steady
and smooth gait was sought. Some gaits, while containing a full foot image through
contact, had aberrant jumps or spikes due to subjects trying to "land" their foot in the
middle of the mat. This landing or hop onto the mat was visually very apparent and could
be easily isolated. Only relaxed and normal gait that included a full foot profile within the
pressure mats bounds were used.
For each subject, the pressure mat was calibrated to their body weight. This was
done by having subjects stand on one foot on the pressure mat for 2 seconds before
calibrating the mat to their body weight. Because of differences in body weights, a wide
range of peak loads (140-2501bs) was present. The peak load present in all subjects was
then normalized to lOOlbs to put on scale with each other and with simulated contact gait.
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Regional loads were also modified using the same normalization factor to keep their
proportions identical to the un-normalized data. Furthermore, the time of contact for each
subject differed (1.5-3seconds). To align these data in time, a "% contacting time" was
chosen as a measure of time scale. The first appearance of pressure defined 0% contacting
time, the last defined 100%, and the middle was scaled linearly between 0 and 100%. Data
for these trials was collected at a rate of 20 fkames per second, and the subjects varied in
single limb contact time between 30 and 60 frames. These data, now normalized in peak,
and as a function of % contacting time, is shown below (Figure VII. 1).

-

Forefoot
Midfoot
Hindfoot
Total
-

-

rn

20

40

60

Contact Time (X)

Figure VII.1 Cumulative results h m the 7 subjects, with regions labeled as Fore, Mid,
and Hindfoot as well as a Total load measurement. Total is normalized to a peak of 1001b,
and all data sets are with respect to % contact time.
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Due to the variation in gait as seen above, broad trends were revealed when these
data were plotted. To clarify the nature of these trends in regional pressures, these data
were averaged. A moving 3-point averaging window was used on the total and regional
pressures; this point averaging was chosen to clarify the trends without compromising their
breadth (Figure VII.2). Five and seven data point averaging windows were also done, and
while they showed a much clearer trend, the variation and scope of the trends were lost.

El
Total

40

60

Contact Time (%)

Figure VII.2 7 specimen data set, averaged with a 3-point window. Trends in regional
pressures are more apparent, and diversity within a region can still be seen.
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Data fiom cadaver simulation of full contact gait were then considered in a similar
analysis manner. The simulations were run with a peak load of 1001bs, with Achilles
tendon loads for Stance at lOOlbs and Toe-Off at 2501bs, and over a period of 74 seconds
including a 2 second pre and post test wait period, 5 seconds of loading to peak, 60
seconds holding at peak, and 5 seconds unloading. 350 h e s were collected during these
tests, at a rate of 5 per second. Each of the 7 specimens tested was fiom a different
cadaver. These data were treated the same as for live gait; the load is already in the
comparable range (peak 1001bs), and the time scale was changed to "% contact time"
(Figure VII.3).

A

Contact Time (X)

Forefoot
Midfoot
Hindfoot
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Figure VII.3 Cumulative results from 7 cadaver specimens, regions labeled as Fore, Mid,

and Hindfoot as well as a Total load measurement. Simulation hold periods shown boxed
in red, for Stance and Toe-Off.

There is an additional feature present in the simulated gait waveforms, 2 static
periods for additional data collection. These two hold periods are in the Stance and ToeOff section and are created by fi-eezingthe actuator values for a time to allow for additional

data point collection. To compare the trends in gait between simulated full contact gait and
live gait, these regions must be removed (Figure VII.4). These data, now with the static
hold times removed were then averaged in the same manner as live gait data (Figure

roo
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Figure VII.4 Simulated gait data with hold periods removed. Approximately 25% of the

total frames were removed in the Stance region, and -20% of total m e s in the Toe-Off
region. Only uniform, steady data that had reached equilibrium (<51bs) were removed.

Forefoot
Midfoot
Hindfoot
Total

40

60

Contact Time (%)

Figure VII.5 Simulated gait data after 3-point averaging and hold periods removed.

By inspection, the peaks of the live gait data occur around (67-73%) Forefoot, (4543%)
Midfoot, (20-31%) Hindfoot, and (28-72%) Total load curve. The simulated gait data have
peaks (6346%) Forefoot, (33-53%) Midfoot, (7-29%) Hindfoot, and (2744%) Total load
curve. Also considered was the distribution of load within the foot profile during several
distinct phases Heel-Strike, Stance, and Toe-Off (FigureVII.6-7).

Figure VII.6 Live gait pressure patterns for Heel-Strike (left), Stance (middle) and Toe-

Off (right).

Figure VII.7 Simulated dynamic gait pressure patterns for Heel-Strike (left), Stance

(middle) and Toe-Off (right).
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Additionally these regions (Forefoot, Midfoot and Hindfoot) can be compared
quantitatively for Live, Stance and Simulated to show the accuracy of the load magnitudes
present in these areas (Figure VII.8-10).
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Figure VII.8 Region average and standard deviations for the Heel Strike phase, taken at
-5% contact time during testing.
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Figure VII.9 Region average and standard deviations for the Mid Stance phase, taken at

-40% contact time during testing.
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Figure VII. 10 Region average and standard deviations for the Toe Off phase, taken at

-70% contact time during testing.

VII.2 Stance Simulation
The second loading scenario was a recreation of Stance alone. For this testing, 8
specimens, 3 matched pairs and 2 unmatched were used. Specimens were clamped at the
Achilles tendon, which would apply the same Stance force (1001bs) present for the
dynamic full gait data. The specimens were tested a total of three times each including a
recovery period between tests. Each test was run for a total of 70 seconds; with the same 5
second loading and unloading with a 60 second hold time as for the dynamic gait. During
the hold time, the tendon load was applied and held for approx 55 seconds of the axial hold
time. Data were collected in the middle of this hold time, during a 10 second or 100 w
(1Oas) window. Displayed (Figure VII. 11) are regional loads for each specimen.

Hindfoot
EiTotal

e
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Figure VII.ll Regional load distributions fkom Stance simulation in 8 cadaver legs.

Specimen number and "r" or "1" designation for right or left foot are displayed on the xaxis.

This regional load distribution average

- 401b Forefoot and -501b

Hindfoot, lies

between the 30-50% range of contact time observed in the live data, and lies between the
25-37% contact time of the simulated dynamic gait. Additionally, the pressure distribution
pattern for this test was captured for comparison to both live and dynamic stance in the
region specified above (Figure VII. 12).

Figure VII.12 Stance regional pressure pattern for Stance simulation on cadaver (left), live

gait (middle) and dynamic simulation on cadaver (right).

CHAPTER VIII. Discussion

VIII.l System Hardware and Software
Each component of the Contact Gait Simulation System was a design in weight,
cost, and complexity reduction. Individually, each major component as outlined in the
Methods section had specific parameters to fulfill, but in addition, all the components had
to mesh together into the unified system. As much of the process was spent fitting the
components to each other as was spent improving their function. In -thedesign process, not
only did these components improve in their function, but also new functions necessary or
desirable were found in the process. These improvements, such as the evolution of the
actuator mounting plate into a simplified and smaller load fixture, are examples of cost and
complexity reduction that additionally aided in user friendliness.
Other improvements include the decision to mount the ankle flexor actuators on the
load fixture instead of the specimen, and the design of small yet effective tendon clamps.
Both kept the space around the specimen free for both easier manipulation and to provide
more un-altered specimen area for instrumentation, surgery, or injury. The design process
was present in nearly every aspect of this simulation system, and significant design
improvements with their impact will be highlighted for each major goal that this system
met.
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The core of the Contact Gait Simulation System is its application and timing of
load generation in the actuators. The final system connected the actuators as directly as
possible to their sites of action. The axial actuator is directly above the load fixture that
contacts the tibia. Its mounting high on the original metal frame brought it out of the way
of the specimen and allows ample room for the incorporation of the load cell. It also allows
room for a linear bearing to protect both it and the load cell. Finally, it is mounted securely
in such a manner that it will not cause deformation of the load frame. The bracing for the
axial actuator is also well out of the way of the work area, being located on the top of the
frame.
The ankle flexor actuators, originally modeled several times to apply their load
indirectly through a cable and pulley system, had their final mounts on the load fixture
itself. The mounting was designed to maintain as close to a 0 degree angle with the line of
action as possible. The attachment to the tendon began with attempts at using suturing
with high strength fibers. Further tendon attachment methodology led to clamping the
tendon in a loop. This method was effective mechanically, but was quite bulky, and
splitting the Achilles tendon in half to accommodate its thickness was undesirable.
Additionally, the bulk of tendon and clamp complex present at the heel led to disruption in
the line of action of the tendon. This along with the length of time required to manipulate
the tendon, encouraged a different method of attachment.
The design evolution of the saw tooth clamp showed good results under high
loading needed for Toe Off conditions (-2501bs). The final clamp was made wider to give
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greater teeth surface area as well as better orientation. This new clamp was capable of
minimizing slippage after numerous tests.
The method for stabilizing the specimen, a pin inserted between the condular
surfaces of the tibial plateau, was just as effective as the original and more complex 4-post
design in preventing translation of the proximal specimen against the load fixture. The
added benefit of the one pin design was its simplicity, and less need for adjustment. The
simplification meant that there was less external hardware to get in the way. Furthermore,
the single guide pin design is more effective in aligning the distal femoral component of
the load fixture with the tibial plateau. The pinned tibia helps guide the user in properly
orienting the specimen under the load fixture.
Coupled with the components for guiding and loading the specimen are the control
systems to govern that action. Both the axial and ankle flexor control components of the
system are similar coding blocks.

The significant aspect of the axial system is the

incorporation of the load cell, which through testing has demonstrated benefits in three
areas. First it allows the axial load to be applied more rapidly and with less lag time with
respect to the target model load as described in the control simulation section.
Additionally it counteracts the effects of load drifting, a phenomenon present during long
hold times. The most likely cause of this phenomenon is that as the actuator chamber gets
close to filling with its target pressure, it responds more slowly. This is essentially a lag in
load potential. The feedback mechanism accounts for this by modifying the control signal
proportionately once the "out of bounds" threshold has been passed. The third effect of the
feedback system is to counter shifts in axial load due to the plantar and dorsi-flexors.
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Depending on the rigidity and musculature of the specimen, applying the loads to simulate
ankle flexion may cause the foot to rise at the heel or forefoot. This may in turn cause the
tibia to rise or fall within a short time period, potentially disrupting the axial load. The
feedback however seeks to keep the load uniform within this motion.
The looping operation of the control program itself is key in organizing the flow of
user input and diagnostic/control output. Outputs fkom the control program primarily
record the operation of the frame and have little data on the test. The control program's
ability to trigger the second laboratory PC, installed with the HR-Mat software, is quite
valuable. The program can be altered to trigger a recording at any time during the testing,
and for any duration. Additionally, multiple windows during a test can be captured on the
same recording.

In this same manner, any other electronic sensor system could be

connected with little coding to the timing of the control program. The additional support
equipment for the frame, the various dials on air lines and the load cell filter either assist in
the operation of the frame or allow point inspection of proper operation.

VIII.2 Data Processing
With a simulation system capable of generating large quantities of pressure movie
data, the processing programs are a necessity when analyzing these large files, which may
contain hundreds of recorded frames. The programs primarily save time when considering
numerous frames. A single frame would require as long to analyze with the program as
without, but the real benefit of the programs is in handling larger data sets. The Trace
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program automates the outlining and presentation of the foot trace in Excel to allow the
user to rapidly begin region mapping. Furthermore, during the outlining, marks can be
made for the division between forefoot and midfoot, midfoot and hindfoot; these marks
appear on the tracing and aid in region mapping. With the tracing and exported frame data,
the Analysis program can be run several times for different sets of data on the same
specimen. The generated files Overview, Frame Summary, and Averaging present similar
data in different ways. The thought behind this was to setup these data in 2 or 3 logical
databases and let the user choose which presents the data easiest for their further analysis.
The Overview is a frame-by-frame listing of data for different regions where these data
change over time; data are listed in column format. Frame Summary groups all these data
for each frame together, allowing you to easier isolate a single frame. The Averaging file
takes all these data presented in the overview, and averages it into a simplified presentation
for each region. This latter method is most useful for averaging data during static testing.

VIII.3 Using the System
The operation of both the Contact Gait Simulation System and the analysis
programs was designed along the way to be simplistic and user friendly. Simple user
checklists for the frame are found in Appendix A. The System requires several assisted
operations of the frame to become comfortable with its use. Initializing the LabVIEW VI,
turning on air and power to the regulators, and setting up any sensors are the primary needs
for setup. The user inputs the test parameters and inserts the specimen for calibration and
outlining, then runs the test. The main shafting of the frame, connecting to the axial
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actuator, can be pulled upward to insert or remove the specimen by hand. It is easiest to
have two researchers using the fiame, one with clean hands for the computer and one to
manipulate the specimen. One researcher can operate the frame, albeit at a slower pace
(and with lots of gloves or plastic wrap) with a little practice. Attaching the cabling and
clamping the tendon are straightfonvard techniques that can be done, along with the frame
setup, in less than 20 minutes. The specimen is easily hooked up to the actuators once
inserted in the frame and afier positioning does not require M e r attention before a test.
The interface for the test is simplistic and clearly labeled, with several visual aids for
testing progress along with the sounds the regulators make cue the user as to when the test
has completed. The incorporation of a large "Abort" button eases test termination in the
case of specimen slippage or other error. Cleanup after testing is likewise easy; most of
the frame components that come into contact with biological tissue can be removed and
cleaned separately. The load fixture can be wiped down with cleaning solution when on
the frame, as all frame electronics are located remote to the testing area.

VIII.4 Future Improvement
The Contact Gait Simulation System generates realistic loading conditions for all
phases of full contact gait, and does so in a repeatable and user-friendly manner.
Additionally, it has means of handling the larger potential pool of data. Even with such
success, there is room for improvement.

One prominent improvement is full lower

extremity simulation. The methods and means used here to simulate loading motions in
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.the disarticulated knee cadaver specimen can be applied to the full lower extremity.
Methods of stabilizing and guiding the lower extremity through anatomical motions and
loads would require extensive design but can be based upon the principles discovered here.
Considering the disarticulated knee specimen in current use, there are other
possible improvements in the systems. Attaching to more muscles for loading, primarily
as a means of control to prevent specimen slipping or stability issues, is a point of interest.
With improved stability it might be possible to move the tibia through anatomical
rotations, as the foot and ankle have been seen to plantar and dorsiflex, but to achieve that
along with tibia1 rotation would be an improvement in accurate kinematics.
Using feedback for all muscular activation, and incorporating more detailed
piecewise equations would improve accuracy, but perhaps not as much in plantar pressure
distributions. The effect might be more apparent in ligament strain or more specific bone
motion in the foot. Also the equations governing the loading could become an input, so
that the program references a file that could represent EMG of normal gait, or another file
of pathological gait EMG due to muscle or nerve damage.
The structure of the frame itself could be smaller, the original device needed size
for the application of free weights, but simulating gait on a disarticulated knee specimen
could be a tabletop device instead of a 7-foot machine. The various cabling and hose
connecting the frame components is as condensed as could be for an assembled-by-parts
collection, but a permanent control box with all the electronics and regulators contained
would take up much less room and protect the equipment better both from the elements
and from electronic interference.
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Lastly, there is considerable room for improvement in the analysis programs. They
are specifically designed to process data for the pressure mat but they only perform basic
computations on these data. This allows them greater compatibility from experiment to
experiment, but these data still require extensive handling for final results. A master
program, with a much more advanced user interface could be programmed to fully analyze
these data and perform statistical analysis while requiring little attention from the user.
Such a program could batch run all the tests for a single cadaver specimen at once. The
creation of region mapping could even be automated to a degree, allowing the user to mark
metatarsal heads and the program to assign regions. For this to happen, a more predefined
and constant method of testing and result analysis would be needed. Additional data sets
from other sensor types could be fed into the same program as well. The ability of the
frame to create dynamic data sets increases data generated by several orders of magnitude,
and this programming is absolutely necessary for processing that data in a timely manner.
In the future advancement of this system, both the hardware and software must be
improved upon together, but together they simplifl the Systems operation considerably for
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APPENDIX A

Setup Checklist

Both PC's are ON

HR MatIProgram ON
Control program is running
Air valve is closed, Red handle
Air is ON
Lower power supply ON
Regulators are now whining
Cable Hooks are screwed into actuators
Mat platform needs height adjustment

Shutdown Checklist

Turn off lower power supply-Regulators
Turn off Air
Vent air through red valve
Stop control prograrn1Exit
Save all Data on HR mat PC
Exit HR mat program
Put away HR mat
Clean frame

Testing Checklist

Calibration
Select calibrate from HR mat program
Double check time to wait and body
weight
Start it at the same time you run the
control program test
Save the calibration file
Trace
Acquisition parameters, frames set to
200, sampling frequency of 10
fiames/second, triggering OFF
Make sure no artifact values are present
Record and trace with a finger the outline
of the foot
Mark the heel and forefoot regions
When done double check the trace by
tracking center of force path
Metatarsal Heads
Pin the heads
Record a movie under the same
parameters as the trace

One at a time press and release the
superior heads
Check the movie
Measure the width of the forefoot and
distance of the heads to the medial border
of the foot
Simulation Run
External Triggering ON, set to External
START, com port 1, no pre triggering,
no end triggering
Frames set to 100, frequency 10@s
Setup test parameters in control program,
Filenamelpath etc.
Double check these values
Insert specimen, attach cabling and seat
the load fixture on the Tibia1 plateau
Start recording on HR mat program
NOTE: recording will not actually begin
until the test has reached its midpoint-5
seconds, check that fi-ame 1 of 100 is
displayed at the bottom of the HR
program screen
Run Simulation
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NOTE: ABORT button will stop test and relieve
air pressure

APPENDIX B

Stance VI

LVDT Reader and Load Cell Reader Sub VIs

Full Contact Gait VI

The Following is the Formula Node piecewise code

For the Full Gait Plantar
int32 pm;
if (c<(f+.25 *(t-h)))
pm=O;
else if (c<(f+.5 *(t-h)))
pm=((pa)/(.25*(t-h)))*c-(((4*pa*f+2*pa*(t-h))/(t-h))-pa);
else if (c<(f+(2/5)*t))
pm=pa;
else if (c<(f+(3/5)*t))

else if (c<(t-(.5*(t-h))+f))
pm=(pb);
else if (c<(t+f))
pm=( ((-pb)l(.5 *(t-h)))*c+( (pb/(.5*(t-h)))*(f+t) ) );

For Full Gait Axial
int32 y;
if (c<f)
Y=p;
else if (c<.5 *(t-h)+Q
yZ(((M-p)/(.5*t-.5 *h))*(c-f)+p);
else if (c< (h+f+(.5*t-.5*h)))
y=M;
else if (c<t+f)

y=-((M-p)/(.S*t-.5*h))*(c-(t+Q)+p;
else
Y'P;

For Stance Plantar
int32 pm;

else if (c<(f+.5*(t-h))+. 1*h)
pm=((pa)/(. 1*h))*c-(((pa*(f+.5*(t-h)+.

1*h)/(.1*h))-pa));

else if (c<(f+.5*(t-h)+.9*h))
pm=pa;
else if (c<(f+.5*(t-h))+h)
pm=-((pa)/(. 1* h))*c+(((pa)*(f+.5*(t-h)+h))/(.

1*h));

APPENDIX C
Trace Program C++ Code
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <cmath>
using namespace std;
int main()
{

char file_name[40];
ifstream inFile;
ofstream outFile("Trace File.csvU);
char c 1 = 'a', c2 = 'a';
double h e n u r n , x-coord, y-coord, val =I ,cellval = 1;
int xposition = 0 ,yposition = 0 ;
double data[lOl][2];
int fiame,ij;
cout<<"Welcome to Joseph M. Iaquinto's foot trace generating program."
<<"\n\nPlease note that the filename must not have spaces.\nU
<<"Please enter your trace filename with extension: ";
cin>>filename;

//rows 87, col96
double trace[88][97];

//check to see if you obtain consecutive @@ symbols
while( inFile && (cl != '@' )I c2 !=

'a))

{

Ncout << "The data is:\nW;

for ( h m e = 1; frame <= 100; frame*)

//needs adjusting to 200 frames

{

if (x-coord < 0)
{

inFile>>fiame-num>>c 1>>x~coord>>c2~>y~coord;
}

else

I
data[frame][O] = floor(xc;oord+.5);
data[fi-ame][l] = floorkcoord+.5);
tout<<"Working...Y<endl;

ll~~ut<<fiame~num<<"\t"<<~~coord<<~'\t'~<<y~coord<<endl;

if(! inFile.eof0)
//cout<<"Some error has occured\nW;
inFile.close();
for (i=l ;i<=100;i++)
{

//cout<<i<<"\t"<<data[i][O]<<"\tM<<data[i]
[I ]<<endl;
//outFile<<i<<"\t"<<data[i][O]<<"\t"<<data[i][l]<<endl;

1
I/ reorganize the sparse into a full
N and convert the rounded doubles to int
for(i=l ;i<=lOO;iU)
{

xposition = int(data[i][O]);
yposition = int(data[i][l]);
trace[xposition][yposition] = cellval;
//outFile<<xposition<<" "<<yposition<<" "<<trace[xposition][yposition]
//<<end];

1
//and output it to screen
for(i=l ;i<88;i*)
for(j=Oj<97;jU)
{

outFile<<trace[i]Ij]<<",";

1

outFile<<endl;

1
//ok so taking it to screen is hard to see, maybe output into a text file?
//using outFile stream instead of cout?

Analysis Program C U Code
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <cmath>
using namespace std;
int main()
{

char file-template-name[4O];//[]="tracedata2.~sv";
char file~framedata_name[40];//[]="framelto1Otest.asf';
ifstream templateFile, dataFile;
ofstrearn outFile("Frame summary.csv");
ofstream outFile2("0ve~iew.csv");
ofstream outFile3("Average.csv");
cout<<"Welcome to Joseph M. Iaquinto's HR MAT data analysis program.\nW;
cout<<"Please enter your trace filename with extension: ";
cin>>file-template-name;
cout<<"Please enter your frame data filename with extension: ";
cin>>file-hme-name;

const int N = 7;
double templateMatrix[87][96];
double dataMatrix[87][96];
double *region-results[N];
double *region-averagem];
int i, r, regions, row, col, fkcount;
double frames, value, value2;
char c l ,c2 ,c3, c4;

//declaring the function for regional calculation
void region-calc(int region-nun, double *region-results[],
double Matrix-1 [I[96], double M a w [ ] [96]);

cout<<"\nEnter the number of h m e s you wish to analyze: ";
cin>>frames;
frames = frames - 1;

cout<<"Enter the number of regions present in your trace: ";
cin>>regions;

{

region-results[i] = new double[regions];
region-average[i] = new double[regions];

1

1

else
{

templateFile>>value2;

I

templateMatrix[row][col] = value2;
//cout<<value2;//check

................................................
dataFile>>c1;
//check to see if you obtain consecutive @@ symbols
while( dataFile && (cl != '@' (1 c2 != '@))
{

c2=c 1;
dataFile>>c1;

1

dataFile>>c1>>c2>>c l >>c2>>c3>>c4;
//heading for the overview file
for (r-1 ;r<=regions; r U )
{

outFile2<<" ,Region "<<r<<" , ,, , , , , ,
11.

I

outFile2<<endl<<"Frame,";
for ( ~ 1 r<=regions;
;
r++)
{

outFile2<<"Sum Tot.,Average All,Maximum,Cells Firing,Average Firing,Force (N),Force (Ib), ,";

I

outFile2<<endl;
//read in a frame
for (i=O; i<7; i++)//set the averager equal to zero
{

for (r=O; r<=regions; r++)
{

region-average[i] [r] = 0;

I

I

for( l?count= 1;fi-count<=fi-ames; fi-count++)

C

//Add the average function here
Nstart
for( row=O; row<87; row++)
{

for( col=O; co1<96; col++)//leaves out the ","
{

if( co1<95)//<-- note 95,96, and 87

I

else

dataMatrix[row][col] = value;
//cout<<value<<" ";//check

I

//cout<<endl;Ncheck

I

//calling the calc functions

region-calc( r, region-results, templateMatrix, dataMatrix);
//cout<<"pong"<<endl;

I
//this bit of code takes off the f r a m e #(with possibly more #
//going fi-om 9-10 and 99-100 and 100-1000
if (frcount<9)
{

dataFile>>cl>>c l>>c l>>c l>>c l>>c 1;
//rid of space in between h m e s

I

else if (fi-counK99)

{

dataFile>>cl>>c 1>>c l>>c 1 >>c l>>c l>>c 1;

1

else if (ficount<999)
{

dataFile>>cl >>c I >>c l >>c l >>c 1>>c 1>>c 1>>c 1;

1

//add more cases to get over 1000

Iloutputing within frame calc

outFile<<"Frame,"<<ficount<<endl;
for (I= 1;r<=regions; r++)
{

//outputting to Frame summary worksheet 5 calc per region
outFile <<"Region,"<<r
<<",Sum of cells,"<<region-results[O] [r]
<<",Average All,"<<region-results[ l ] [r]
<<",Maxvalue,"<<region-results[2] [r]
<<",Cells Firing,"<<region_results[3][r]
<<",Average Firing,"<<region_resuIts[4][r]
<<",Force (N),"<<region_results[5][r]
-<<",Force(Ib),"<<region-resuIts[6][r]<<endl;

1

outFile<<endl<<endl;
cout<<"Frame: "<<ficount<<" Completed"<<endl;N" "<<c 1<<endl;
Nfile2
outFile2<<ficount<<",";
for (r= 1;r<=regions; r++)
{

//output of overview, all games and regions

for (r-1; r<=regions; r t t )
region-average[O] [r] = region-average[O] [r] + regionresults[O][r];
regionaverage[ 1][r] = region-average[ 1][r] + region-results[l ][I-];
regionPaverage[2] [r] = regionPaverage[2] [r] + region_results[2][r];
regionaverage[3] [r] = region_average[3][r] + region-results[3] [r];
regionaverage[4] [r] = region_average[4][r] + region-results[4] [r];

regionaverage[5] [r] = regionaverage[5] [r] + region_results[5][r];
region_average[6][r] = regionaverage[6] [r] + region_results[6][r];

1

1

outFile3<<"Average, Values"<<endl<<endl;
for (F 1 ;!-<=regions; r++)
{

outFile3<<"Region "<<r<<" ,Sum Total ,Av. All Cells ,Max Cell ,"
"Cells Firing ,Average Firing,Force(N) ,Force(lb)"<<endl;

//Calculation function
void regioncalc( int r, double *region-results[] ,
double templateMatrix[][96], double dataMatrix[][96])
{

int i, j, counF0, firing=O;
double sum=O, max=O;

//cout<<"i and j components"<<i<<" "<<j<<endl;
Ncheck region recognition
sum = sum + dataMatrix[i]lj];
//cout<<"Value in cell"<<dataMatrix[i]~]<<endl;
//cout<<"Running sum"<<sum<<endl<<endl;//check
sum
firing = firing + (dataMatrix[i]lj] > 0);
if(dataMatrix[i]lj] > max)
{

max = dataMatrix[i]ti];

1

count++;

regionresults[O] [r] = sum;
//cout<<endl<<sum<<"\t'Y<region~results[O]
[r];
region-results[ 1] [r] = (sum/count);
region_results[2] [r] = max;
region_results[3] [r] = fuing;
region_results[4] [r] = (sumlfiring);
region-results[5][r] = (sum*25.806);//Stress * area per cell for N
region_results[6][r] = (sum*25.806*.2248);I/ converted to lb
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